
 

  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The bane of humankind is the malignant lie, employed by the 
malevolent liar for depraved self-interest, in politics and families. 
The ability to initiate and sustain the lie takes no special talent nor 
intellect, only the capacity to abandon personal integrity and 
morality. 
 
When good people try to correct the mendacity, the liar gets angry 
and vindictive. So the question is, in politics and families: Roll over 
in silent acquiescence or stand up for truth and take the hit? 
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Dedicated to Norma, this man’s best friend — not a literal saint but 
not too far off. 
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This is the first in my subseries comprising the two books:  
 

Trumpism: Why Traditional Republicans Should Withdraw Support 
[2017-2021: A Primer] (slim-volume introduction currently in 
your hands) 
 
Trump’s Last Year in Office: Two Impeachments and 400,000 
Funerals 

 
Both books listed above are carve-outs from my exhaustive 1,400-
page history: 
 

Trump’s Presidency: A Real-Time Commentative History [2017-
2019] 
 
Trump’s Presidency: A Real-Time Commentative History [2019-
2021] 

 
This book, Trumpism: Why Traditional Republicans Should Withdraw 
Support [2017-2021: A Primer], serves as an introduction to the 
second book in the subseries, all drawn from the perspective of a 
long-time avid political observer. Think of the histories as an in-
depth every-Thursday recap of all the news you were too busy to 
consume because you had a life and didn’t realize the gravity of the 
dysfunction and disinformation. When you see my opinion you’ll 
know it. Much more often, when you see facts, quotations, and 
details, I’m assuring you that I’ve backed up their accuracy with 
careful research and citation. 
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IBATR: YOUR CRITICAL 
THINKING PRIMER 
 
 

his book resides on a foundation of critically thoughtful 
communication. This is communication that consistently 
incorporates the principles of critical thinking and best 

supports the ethical, accurate transfer of information. 
It does not involve intellectual hoop-jumping or mental 

gymnastics that only lawyers, philosophers, or Mensa members 
understand. It’s a simple form of critical thinking that anyone 
should use to cut through the adult male bovine excreta and get to 
the most accurate possible version of the truth regarding any given 
issue or question. 

IBATR (pronounced “EYE-batter”) is the acronym 
representing the five legs of our critically thoughtful communication 
table. When even one leg is broken — or missing — the table 
wobbles. Milk spills.  
 

I) Information — Carefully consider the communicated 
information or question at hand, ensuring you understand it 
clearly. Assign no immediate favoritism toward information 
sources and no immediate judgment about accuracy or 
inaccuracy of the information. 
 
B) Biases — Examine all biases you or the sources might 
have surrounding the communicated information or 
question at hand. 
 
A) Assumptions — Examine all assumptions you or the 
sources might have surrounding the communicated 
information or question at hand. 
 

T 
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T) Truth — Maintain a commitment to truth and honesty, 
and consider the level of this commitment for each 
communication or information source. 
 
R) Response — Carefully draw a conclusion and formulate 
a response. And always remember that this might require 
modification based upon new analysis, new communication, 
or new information-source evaluation. 

 
IBATR is the Holy Grail of successful communication. Granted, 
perfection is not possible. But applying one’s best intentions is 
possible. Applied IBATR best intentions means that we try to 
follow the steps to the best of our ability. And the last one, Step 
“R,” always allows for the reexamination of information, sources, 
and personal motives. 

Critically thoughtful communication and IBATR constitute 
the trunk of the communications tree. When this trunk is weakened, 
branches break or die — or get misquoted. This acronym represents 
the foundation of accurate, ethical information exchange. Make this 
acronym your best friend. Put aside time for it. When it is speaking 
to you, give it your full attention as if it were the most important 
acronym on Earth. Compliment it now and then on a new 
hypothesis (or hairstyle). Surprise your acronym occasionally with an 
intimate rendezvous at home. And never, ever, dispute your acronym 
when the two of you are with friends.■ 
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Introduction 
 
 
Part of former President Trump’s charm is that his assault on the 
presidency and our collective sense of decency was so massive that 
each weekly or daily offense was buried in a mountain of 
malfeasance. Each was lost in his falsely equivalent, disinformational 
responses to all criticisms, all reporting of his shenanigans by 
legitimate conservative, nonpartisan, and liberal news sources. There 
was so much damaging behavior, most of us can’t remember it all 
— which was the intention, his modus operandi. Generally, 
reasonable people don’t associate the word competent with Donald 
Trump. But he was (is) competent at hiding and muddying the truth 
from the masses, those who are busy with life and don’t check out 
every mendacious statement or assault on government. 

Most American citizens in that elusive political middle know 
in their hearts that President Trump was corrupt and incompetent, 
but they’re unable to spell out the specifics. They’re unable to 
explain to friends and family members the basic evidence to back up 
declarations of Trumpian corruption and incompetency. 

I’m here to help. My book Trumpism: Why Traditional 
Republicans Should Withdraw Support [2017-2021: A Primer] does 
exactly that. It systematically lays out seven primary classes of 
presidential depravity. It draws upon research and reporting from 
many news sources — of all (and no) political persuasions — and 
documents each class with copious quotations and citations. Many 
of the sources are well known but too few people access them. 

If you lean Republican but consider yourself open-minded, 
there are legitimate information sources for you. If you don’t like 
The Washington Post, scan the conservative National Review. If you 
don’t like The New York Times, peruse The Washington Times. Or the 
also-conservative Bulwark, Washington Free Beacon, or Wall Street 
Journal. Is Fox News your only or primary source? You’ll find that 
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Fox News stands as an outcast even among other (respectable) 
conservative media. 

Here are the seven primary categories of Donald’s 
wrongdoing. Impress your friends, co-workers, and fellow 12-step 
group members. Later in this book, I expound upon and document 
each category. But here in the Introduction, I offer a succinct list, a 
CliffsNotes-style version of the high points. 
 
1) Insurrection of January 6 
 
The evidence that President Trump prompted his followers to 
commit a violent deadly disruption of Congress in an attempt to 
overturn his 2020 reelection loss is insurmountable. All one has to 
do is open his or her mind to it. One of the most detailed bodies of 
evidence lies in the transcripts of Donald’s second Senate 
impeachment trial. In fact, Congress continued the impeachment 
process even after Trump was out of office to create a legal record 
of this evidence.  

He was tried in the Senate, where seven Republicans sided 
with all 50 Democrats to find him guilty, a significantly bipartisan 
vote. Though 57 is not 67 (the supermajority required to convict), a 
clear majority found him responsible. Most pundits believe the 
number of Republicans voting against Mr. Trump would have been 
much higher had the vote been secret. Have you watched any video 
highlights of the trial? Have you read about it at all? 
 
2) Witting or Unwitting Russian Asset 
 
It’s well known that President Trump consistently kowtowed to 
Vladimir Putin, president of our long-time adversary Russia. Donald 
deferred to him on the world stage at the Helsinki summit, publicly 
lapping up Putin’s denials of election interference over the 
unanimous consensus of his own U.S. intelligence agencies. Donald 
excused Russia’s illegal aggression against its neighbors and repeated 
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Putin’s propaganda points whenever he had the chance. Our 
president defended Russian President Putin regularly in the media.  

Mr. Trump repeatedly bashed and disrupted NATO, 
questioned its existence,  and had specific plans to pull the U.S. out 
in his second term — which is exactly what Putin wanted. Donald 
kept secret virtually all his private communications with Putin 
during his presidency. The list goes on. Four-star generals 
concluded that Trump was a serious threat to U.S. national security. 
All you have to do is be willing to read about it. 
 
3) Psychological Torture of 5,400 Innocent Migrant Children 
 
Mr. Trump’s policy of indefinite separation of migrant children 
from their parents or other family members is documented. The 
non-profit, nonpartisan Physicians for Human Rights determined 
this trauma to be torture. It went on for many months with children 
and parents not knowing if they ever would see each other again. 
After public exposure and shaming (even from most of his 
supporters) caused Donald to stop the program and reunite families, 
hundreds of children remain separated through Trump 
administration incompetence — officials didn’t keep track of 
everyone’s whereabouts. And all the children experienced lifelong-
lasting trauma.  

The atrocities against babies, toddlers, and other minors caged 
under subhuman conditions are documented. Trump’s 
foreknowledge of the resulting atrocities is documented. As many 
nonpartisan and other pundits noted, the cruelty was the point. You 
only need to check the Google. 
 
4) COVID-19 Pandemic 
 
President Trump oversaw 400,000 U.S. COVID-19 deaths on his 
watch, a conservatively estimated half of which were needless. 
Donald made a conscious choice to play down, ignore, and 
politicize the pandemic because he believed leading on the issue 
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would hurt his economy, cost him reelection, and remove his 
presidential immunity from the many financial and legal 
investigations and prosecutions nipping at his heels. Documentation 
of Trump’s responsibility for at least 200,000 deaths comes from 
Columbia University, University of Washington Institute for Health 
Metrics and Evaluation, National Center for Disease Preparedness - 
Earth Institute, and former members of Trump’s own White House 
Coronavirus Task Force.  

The New England Journal of Medicine weighed in on a presidential 
election for the first time in its 208-year history. In a unanimous 
statement from its 35 editors, the iconic medical research journal 
called for the Trump administration to be removed from power for 
its malfeasance. The detailed evidence is there for the reading. 
 
5) Colluding With Russia to Cheat in the 2016 Presidential 
Election – Then Covering It Up 
 
Contrary to popular belief, special counsel Robert Mueller did not 
determine there was no collusion between the Trump campaign and 
Russia during the 2016 election cycle. The Mueller report 
specifically did not draw a conclusion on collusion, instead saying 
only that the campaign’s activities fell short of legally indictable 
conspiracy. Later, the Republican-led Senate Intelligence Committee’s 
ranking member and associates determined that the Trump 
campaign’s dealings, communications, and cooperation with the 
Russians were the very definition of collusion. Though for some 
ungodly reason, that collusion was not illegal. 

The obstruction of justice, however, was illegal. Though he 
walked a fine line on conspiracy, Donald still had several reasons to 
block, impede, or eliminate the Mueller investigation: A) He wasn’t 
sure he was just shy of legal conspiracy — he feared the worst; B) 
He was afraid the investigation would veer into other areas of his 
criminality; C) He wanted to shield Putin from embarrassment to 
preserve his money-making opportunities in Russia, which all 
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require Putin’s blessing; and D) He pathologically could not accept 
the idea that he needed (illegal) help to win the election. 

Special counsel Robert Mueller laid out 10 areas of obstruction 
of justice, five of which universally were considered to be indictable 
and convictable. You don’t have to read the entire 400-and-some-
page Mueller report to get the story. The 10-15 pages of the 
Introductions and Executive Summaries explain everything you 
need to know. Have you read them? They’re on my website: 
GraniteWord.com. Now you have no excuse. 
 
6) Extorting an Allied Country 
 
There is a White House telephone call transcript illustrating exactly 
how President Trump tried to extort Ukraine’s President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, our ally, for nonexistent dirt on Joe Biden 
(Trump’s likely presidential opponent) by withholding desperately 
needed, congressionally authorized military aid to fight off Russia’s 
illegal aggression. There were multiple White House aides and other 
U.S. officials listening in on that call who have verified Trump’s 
traitorous criminality and reported it at the time. Just because 
Donald tells the world that he didn’t extort Ukraine, that up is down, 
doesn’t make it so. Congress impeached him for this. The evidence 
is there in the impeachment trial transcripts and video record — 
waiting to be read and watched. 
 
7) Launching a Literal Coup Attempt to Retain Power Illegally 
 
As the bipartisan January 6 Committee gathers and sorts witness 
testimony and thousands of documents, the story of former 
President Trump and his inner circle planning to overturn the 
election — above and beyond the January 6 violence on Capitol Hill 
— becomes more apparent every day. Donald Trump attempted to 
dismantle the foundation of American representative democracy. 
And this aspiring autocrat came dangerously close to succeeding. 
The record is clear. Ultraconservative January 6 Committee member 
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Rep. Liz Cheney (R-Wyo.) is clear. Scores of other respectable GOP 
notables are clear. All you have to do is listen and read with an 
unbiased commitment to the truth. 
 
Here Are the “Statements Against Interest” Evidence of 
Trump’s Unfitness for Office: Unprecedented Opposition 
From a President’s Own Party 
 
Federal Prosecutors 
 
There is a letter signed by over 1,000 former federal prosecutors of 
both parties stating President Trump’s conduct during the Mueller 
investigation would have warranted indictment and likely conviction 
on multiple felony charges for any person not granted presidential 
immunity by the DOJ’s Office of Legal Counsel policy. Many then-
currently serving Trump administration prosecutors likely also 
would have signed the letter had they not feared for their jobs. 
 
Anti-Trump Republican Luminaries 
 
I list in my book over 50 national Republican icons and thinkers 
who believe Donald Trump is unfit for office and resisted his 
administration and reelection. These include the likes of President 
George W. Bush (R-Texas), Vice President Dick Cheney (R-Wyo.), 
and iconic conservative writers-commentators George Will and Bill 
Kristol. It’s unprecedented for this many leaders of a president’s 
own party to oppose him. The vast majority of those were not then-
currently serving lawmakers. Those then-currently serving had 
determined that breaking with Trump would cost them their seats, 
for which they had (and have) decided to forfeit any remaining 
integrity.  

The few exceptions were Rep. Liz Cheney (R-Wyo.), Rep. 
Adam Kinzinger (R-Ill.), and former Michigan GOP Rep. Justin 
Amash. The political bravery of these members of Congress is 
commendable. Amash chose not to seek reelection in 2020 knowing 
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he faced likely defeat. Kinzinger has chosen not to run in 2022 for 
similar reasons. And Cheney’s reelection is in doubt. The lone 
sitting senator, Mitt Romney (R-Utah), has felt secure enough with 
his current home state to express consistent disapproval of 
President Trump, voting in both Senate impeachment trials to 
convict him. 
 
Generals 
 
Mr. Trump’s record of leadership has been criticized and excoriated 
by a dozen-plus current or retired three- and four-star generals 
including John R. Allen, Martin Dempsey, Joseph Dunford, Michael 
Hayden, John Kelly, Douglas Lute, James Mattis, Barry McCaffrey, 
Stanley McChrystal, H. R. McMaster, William McRaven, Mark 
Milley, Michael Mullen, David Petraeus, and Colin Powell. This list 
includes several former Joint Chiefs of Staff chairs and various 
Cabinet secretaries. Once again, the excoriations are documented. 
 
Former Government Officials, Staff 
 
Many former staff members of prominent Republican politicians 
have formally expressed their opposition to a second Trump 
administration in public letters and documents, including from the 
staffs of former President George W. Bush (R-Texas) (230-plus); 
other Republican presidential administrations (70-plus); the late Sen. 
John McCain (R-Ariz.) (100-plus); and Sen. Mitt Romney (R-Utah) 
(30-plus). Among other opponents are former Cabinet secretaries, 
generals, admirals, senior NCOs, ambassadors, and senior civilian 
national security leaders of both parties (500-plus), plus 400 average 
Republican and former Trump voters who declared their opposition 
in video statements. 
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Summary 
 
Here’s a quick review of IBATR critical thinking components. It’s 
not hard. It’s not complicated. 
 

I) Information — Carefully consider the communicated 
information or question at hand. 
 
B) Biases — Examine all biases you or the sources might 
have. 
 
A) Assumptions — Examine all assumptions you or the 
sources might. 
 
T) Truth — Maintain a commitment to truth, and consider 
each source’s commitment to it. 
 
R) Response — Carefully draw a conclusion, knowing it 
might require modification based upon new information. 

 
For people who are willing to commit to these basic principles of 
reasoning and deduction, the evidence is conclusive. For any one of 
the categories of malfeasance and turpitude I’ve described, Donald 
Trump is unfit for the Oval Office and likely guilty of criminal 
behavior. I give you seven. 

I’ve laid out the unprecedented volume of opposition to a 
president from his own party. 

I’ve clarified why no amount of support for pro-life, anti-gay-
marriage judges or the mythical MAGA “economy” can justify 
massive needless post-born pandemic death, child torture, and the 
violent, methodical dismantling of American democracy.■ 
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Prologue 1: Willingness to Lie and 
Shock With Abandon  
 
 

“The system held but just barely.”  
 

(Lemire, Jonathan, White House correspondent; The 
Associated Press; 6/28/2021.) 

 
n the last months of the 2016 presidential campaign, my wife 
and partner, Norma, canvassed for the Democratic Party. She 
always has paid attention to current events, but what motivated 

her to volunteer this election cycle — as it did many women and 
other humans — was the threat of a Donald Trump administration. 

Throughout late September, October, and early November 
she reported to Macomb County Democratic headquarters each 
weekend in Mt. Clemens, Michigan, was assigned a walking partner 
and a map, and hit the streets talking to residents for three hours 
each Saturday and Sunday. 

The highlight of her tenure was a drop-in to fire up staff by 
legendary U.S. Rep. Sander Levin (D) of Michigan’s 9th District in 
Greater Detroit. She and Sander reminisced about my late dad and 
cousin working with him on past local party business. Gracing our 
mantel is a photo of the congressman and Norma commemorating 
Rep. Levin’s fall 2016 visit. 

On Election Day, Nov. 8, all Dem foot soldiers did extra duty, 
one final push to put Hillary over the top. They knocked on doors 
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. At the end of that long shift they retreated to 
their command center for the last time, cautiously confident. 

Upon returning they were greeted with an announcement: 
Campaign bigwigs were reporting ominous internal exit-polling 
numbers for the Great Lakes State and they needed all hands for a 
late surge. Norma and the rest of her crew went back to the streets 
for another two hours. 

I 
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The rest is histrionics. 
__________ 
 
Watergate. The Civil War. These are milestones in history, when 
American democracy was threatened and stress-tested like few other 
times in the past 234 years. Until the Trump presidency. 

A perfect Stormy of electoral anomalies put Donald J. Trump 
in the White House Jan. 20, 2017. His supporters will argue against 
these points until the (pro-Trump shibboleth) “Make America Great 
Again” cows come home, but it’s clear — crystal — in my mind. 
The storm’s components? 1) Proved Russian pro-Donald election 
interference solicited, welcomed, and used by the Trump campaign; 
2) FBI Director James Comey’s misguided reopening (then 
reclosing) of the Hillary Clinton email investigation 11 days before 
Election Day; 3) a now-exposed last-minute illegal hush-money 
payment to adult-film actor Stormy Daniels to keep her extramarital 
affair with Donald out of the grocery-store-check-out periodicals 
(which in the wake of the Access Hollywood hot-mic recording release 
surely would have sunk the campaign), and 4) Donald’s willingness 
to lie and shock with abandon.  

The last point cannot be overemphasized. Note that Mr. 
Trump’s successful propagation of propaganda doesn’t require 
some form of messaging genius, only the confluence of virtually 
unlimited funds and vacuous celebrity. The capacity to possess 
literally zero integrity is a highly effective weapon, inherently 
immensely difficult to counter. And I don’t use the word literally 
lightly — or incorrectly. 

Donald exploited this weapon, zero integrity, in an attempt to 
inoculate himself from election loss, which culminated in an 
insurrection incited by the “big lie”: that the 2020 presidential 
election was stolen from him through (nonexistent) “deep state” 
voting fraud. Remember that he began this inoculation process 
during the 2016 campaign, regularly pronouncing that the only way 
he could lose would be through voter fraud. Though he won the 
Electoral College, he still engaged the lie to assuage his ego over 
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losing the 2016 popular vote by nearly 3 million. He reprised the 
only-way-I-could-lose-is-fraud fable in the lead-up to his 2020 race, 
thus setting the stage to try to retain power illegally after his loss to 
Joe Biden. 
 
Willingness to Lie and Shock With Abandon 
 
Also because of that last component, willingness to lie and shock with 
abandon, candidate and President Trump was able to keep his 
corruption, incompetence, and amorality hidden from his 
supporters and the apathetic middle, or at least keep those failings 
consistently disguised and foggy.  

He did this in spite of — and because of — the media’s 
enormous gift to him of free air time: by many expert estimates, 
several billion dollars in no-cost advertising throughout the 2016 
campaign. Nearly all news and quasi-news outlets from the left, 
right, and middle were guilty. They simply could not take their 
cameras and microphones off the Trumpian train wreck in progress. 
And when there was the slightest lull, Donald would steer the day’s 
news cycle that morning with a new tweet-outrage: a slur, epithet, or 
conspiracy theory. 
 

“Was Hillary Clinton a crook? Did she really have four 
Americans killed in Benghazi while she was secretary of 
state? I don’t know. I’ve heard it so many times there must 
be something to it. We’ll probably never know for sure.” 
 
“Did Trump really say that as a celebrity he’s able to grab 
women by the p***y and get away with it? Well, I heard 
there was a tape but he said it was just ‘locker room talk.’ 
And now he says the tape was doctored. We’ll probably 
never know for sure.” 
 
“Did Donald really say that Republican Sen. John McCain, 
revered Navy pilot veteran who spent over five years in a 
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Vietnamese prisoner-of-war camp after being shot down, is 
not a war hero? Because McCain got caught!? Boy, that’s 
outrageous but you have to give Trump credit for speaking 
his mind — no PC crap coming from him.” 
 

Later, during his presidency, Mr. Trump had to marshal his skills to 
camouflage crimes. 

 
“Did President Trump really use his attorney general as his 
personal lawyer to lie for him, go after critics, and shield 
crooked friends so they would protect him? An attorney 
general wouldn’t be dishonest, would he?”  
 
“Did the president really dangle (and even offer) pardons to 
keep his cronies from testifying in the Russia investigation? 
Did Trump really try to extort Ukraine’s leaders to get 
phony dirt on presidential opponent Joe Biden in exchange 
for releasing money to them that Congress had approved to 
fight off Putin’s Ukraine invasions? Well, we know there 
were witch hunts against Donald — we’ve heard that a 
thousand times. And Trump and the GOP say none of that 
bad Ukrainian stuff ever happened. They can’t all be lying all 
the time, can they? We’ll probably never know for sure. But 
can any president really be that bad?” 

 
So Mr. Trump’s goal — doubt — is achieved. He can’t prove he’s 
not dirty, because he is dirty. But he can keep large enough 
segments of the country uncertain so that they throw up their hands 
and say, “Who really knows for sure?” As journalist McKay 
Coppins discussed in his Feb. 10, 2020, article in The Atlantic, “The 
Billion-Dollar Disinformation Campaign to Reelect the President,” 
autocratic fabulists such as Donald Trump don’t need to crush their 
critics anymore. They’ve learned to flood the national consciousness 
with conspiracy theory and other mendacity to drown out truth-
tellers and create doubt: “Scholars call it censorship through noise.” 
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And Donald takes full advantage of the reality in that famous 
saying: Before the truth can get its Ivanka Brand Women’s Lory3 
Ankle Booties zipped up, the lie is halfway around the world.  

Multiply that by a swarm of Trump lies circling the globe.  
 
From the Beginning 
 
After Election Day, Nov. 8, 2016, I was in a depressive funk for a 
month or so along with half the electorate. Immediately after 
Inauguration Day the excrement started hitting the machine creating 
airflow: ridiculous, petty lies about inaugural crowd size; disrespect 
of fallen CIA members in front of their memorial; censorship of 
EPA employees; haphazard, illegal Muslim travel ban; epithets for 
U.S. senators and judges. The list could fill books — and it has. 

By May 17, 2017, the Justice Department had been presented 
with enough evidence to warrant the appointment of former 12-year 
FBI director and unassailable person of integrity Robert S. Mueller 
III (Republican) as special counsel. The special counsel was 
commissioned that day to investigate possible conspiracy between 
the Trump campaign and Russian nationals to influence illegally the 
2016 United States presidential election in then-candidate Trump’s 
favor. You might remember hearing about Donald famously 
responding to the news of Mr. Mueller’s appointment: “This is the 
end of my presidency. I’m f***ed!” 

From Day 1, consuming political news became “like drinking 
out of a firehose,” to quote CNN anchor Don Lemon. By July 2017 
I decided I needed to create a record of this presidency. Using my 
online magazine (don’t call it a blog), GraniteWord.com, I started 
writing a commentative, observational summary of developments 
each week without fail until Mr. Trump finished his term. 

Do I have opinions? Yes. And I share them often. But more 
prominent in my comprehensive content is the factual recording of 
unfolding events. The entire series comprises 160-plus consecutive 
weekly roundup articles spanning 1,400-plus pages charting the 
Trump presidency from the perspective of an avid (compulsive?), 
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long-time political news consumer. Think of it as an in-depth every-
Thursday recap of all the news you were too busy to consume 
because you had a life and didn’t realize the gravity of the 
dysfunction and corruption. It’s all here in one place. When you see 
my opinion you’ll know it. Much more often, when you see facts, 
quotations, and details, I’m assuring you that I’ve backed up their 
accuracy with careful research and citation. 
 
Chronicling History 
 
This is a chronicling of history, a lot of history packed into four 
years. As I was compiling and editing my weekly commentary and 
observations, I was shocked to see how much debauchery and 
depravity I’d forgotten, that had made headlines, was widely decried 
over a news cycle or two, then had disappeared into the sea of 
Trumpian profligacy. No regular person could keep track of it all — 
which is the point, the plan. 

In the Superman legend, the only thing the Man of Steel is 
vulnerable to is kryptonite, remnants of his birth planet, Krypton. 
But if he’s exposed to a mountain of kryptonite, the deadly effects are 
canceled. To a corrupt Donald Trump, standard scandal and 
outrage could be perilous. But he piles on the vile behavior daily — 
the more opprobrious, the better. Ultimately there is an ambiguous 
mountain of scandal, outrage, and concomitant denial. The public 
becomes confused, exhausted, and overcome with false equivalency. 
And the perilous effects are canceled.  
 

“The president [has] exhibit[ed] his incompetence and 
depravity in many ways: Russian conspiracy and collusion; 
pecuniary conflicts of interest; financial corruption; 
obstruction of justice; racism, nativism, and xenophobia; a 
cornucopia of other discriminatory beliefs and policies; 
sexual misconduct and misogyny; nepotism resulting in 
unqualified advisers; spine-chilling swamp-filling 
appointments; dangerous narcissism; exceptionally low 
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emotional intelligence; exceptionally low regular intelligence; 
unhinged temperament begetting frighteningly poor 
judgment; terrifying impulse control; dreadful constitutional 
ignorance; knuckle-headed climate change denial; 
embarrassing boorishness on the world stage; and more.” 
 

(Ersin, Tom; “Dignity and Respect”; GraniteWord.com; 
12/14/2017.) 
 

Pecuniary conflicts of interest! 
Still, Trump supporters believe.  

 
Categorical Corruption 
 
In the first tier of Mr. Trump’s corruption, incompetence, and 
amorality, there are four primary categories: 1) the insurrection; 2) 
being a witting or unwitting Russian asset; 3) the psychological 
torture of 5,400 innocent migrant children; and 4) the fatal, galactic, 
depraved mishandling of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

During his administration Mr. Trump was the subject of a 
Justice Department special counsel investigation and two 
presidential impeachments. Yes, that’s a record. The reasons for the 
special counsel and impeachments comprise the categories in this 
accompanying, equal tier of corruption: A) colluding with Russia — 
for illegal election support — and obstructing justice to cover up 
those crimes; B) extorting an allied country — withholding 
desperately needed congressionally authorized military aid until 
Ukraine supplied dirt on Donald’s political opponent — to win an 
election; and C) leading a literal coup attempt to retain power in 
spite of his election loss. 

Regarding Point A and supporters’ assertions that the 
president was cleared of collusion: The Trump administration was 
“cleared” of conspiracy only in the sense that no provable-beyond-a-
reasonable-doubt offense could be established, an extremely low bar 
for presidential behavior. In fact, during the 2016 campaign and 
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transition, Donald’s team had 100-plus suspicious contacts with 
Russian officials, many by Trump himself. Donald and his campaign 
welcomed, encouraged, solicited, suborned, and employed illegal 
Russian election help, per special counsel Robert Mueller’s report. 
Astonishingly, this apparently isn’t illegal. 

The GOP-led Senate Intelligence Committee determined 
beyond any doubt that Russian military intelligence groups directed 
by President Vladimir Putin conducted a widespread illegal 
campaign to help Mr. Trump win the election. The committee 
proclaimed that Trump’s willingness to solicit and use that help was 
the very definition of collusion. Unfortunately and amazingly, the 
conspiracy, the legal term that matters, did not quite rise to the level 
of provability in a court of law. 

Also regarding Point A and supporters’ assertions that the 
president had no reason to obstruct justice because he was cleared 
of collusion: President Trump had four solid reasons to obstruct the 
investigation (including through attempting to fire or pressure 
numerous top DOJ and other officials to shut down the probe): 1) 
Donald didn’t know that his conspiracy crimes would fall just shy of 
indictability — he feared the worst; 2) Donald was afraid the 
investigation would uncover unrelated areas of his criminality; 3) 
Donald wanted to prevent the disclosure of illegal Russian election 
help to protect President Putin from embarrassment, thereby 
protecting Donald’s future multi-hundred-million-dollar business 
deals in Russia, which would require Putin’s blessing; and 4) Donald 
wanted to protect his ego, which could not accommodate any 
implication that he didn’t win on his own. 

(Note that at least six of the president’s close aides pleaded 
guilty or were convicted of Russia-conspiracy-related crimes. These 
included his campaign manager who fed secret campaign data to a 
Russian agent, and his national security adviser-designate who 
assured Putin’s ambassador that Trump would lift that country’s 
sanctions after inauguration. Twelve high-ranking Russian military 
officers also were indicted by special counsel Mueller, though 
they’re unlikely ever to see a U.S. courtroom.) 
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Any one of these many alternate-tier examples of corruption is 
enough to demonstrate unfitness for office and warrant 
impeachment and/or indictment. 

But put all that aside for a moment. 
 
1) Insurrection 
 
President Trump incited a literal insurrection after his reelection loss 
in an attempt to retain power unconstitutionally. Many have called it 
(literally) an attempted coup. Seven people died and hundreds were 
injured (including 140 police officers) as a result of approximately 
800 Trump supporters — mostly white supremacists, white 
nationalists, and sympathizers — breaching, ransacking, and 
terrorizing the Capitol building for several hours attempting to stop 
the congressional certification of Joe Biden as president. 

How was Donald able to foment the violent insurrection? 
With cult-leaderlike fallacious passion, precision, and consistency 
he’s convinced his followers that the 2020 election was stolen from 
him — from “you” — through enormous (nonexistent) voting 
fraud. Remember the last component of his 2016 election win: 
willingness to lie and shock with abandon. He’s sold fraud to his followers 
with zero legitimate evidence. He’s made the sale in the face of the 
most contested, most law-suited, most secure election in history. He 
lost every contested point, every law suit, every recount and audit — 
every Supreme Court decision.  

Still, Trump supporters believe.  
 
2) Russian Asset 
 
Consider President Trump’s inscrutable advocacy for Vladimir 
Putin, head autocrat of one of America’s most dangerous 
adversaries and perpetrator of cyberwarfare election interference 
that put Donald in the White House. Mr. Trump always defended 
the Russian leader and supported Putin’s pet policies: 1) consistently 
mirrored Russian propaganda points; 2) compared Russia’s 
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authoritarian tactics (such as murdering journalists and dissidents) to 
America, saying the U.S. is just as bad; 3) slashed the U.S. State 
Department’s budget and purged its Russia experts; 4) allowed the 
GOP platform to be changed to favor Russia; 5) supported Brexit 
and weakening the EU; 6) undermined Germany; 7) supported 
Russia’s readmission to the G7(8) intergovernmental forum (from 
which it was thrown out after invading Ukraine and annexing its 
Crimean Peninsula); 8) withdrew U.S. troops from Syria; 9) 
defended Russia’s invasion of Afghanistan; 10) promoted far-
fetched, pro-Russia foreign policy canards (e.g., Poland is preparing 
to invade Belarus, Montenegro is a threat to its neighbors); 11) 
bashed and threatened to withdraw from NATO; 12) stopped U.S.-
South Korea annual joint military exercises; 13) lifted Russian 
sanctions; 14) publicly negated Russia’s interference in our elections 
(accepted Putin’s denials); and 15) obstructed the special counsel 
investigation, to cover up Russia’s involvement in U.S. election 
interference.  
  

“[Vladimir Putin] knows how to handle an asset, and that’s 
what he’s doing with the [U.S.] president.” 
 

(Clapper, James, former [Obama] national 
intelligence director; CNN’s The Lead with Jake 
Tapper; 12/18/2017.) 

 
“Reluctantly I have concluded that President Trump is a 
serious threat to U.S. national security. He is refusing to 
protect vital U.S. interests from active Russian attacks. It is 
apparent that he is for some unknown reason under the 
sway of [Russian President] Putin.” 
 

(McCaffrey, Barry, retired four-star U.S. Army 
general, national military and foreign policy expert; 
Twitter post; 3/16/2018.) 
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“There is no [public] evidence that Mr. Putin is dictating 
American policy. But it’s hard to imagine how he could do 
much better, even if he were.” 
 

(Rice, Susan E., former [Obama] national security 
adviser; “How Trump Helps Putin”; The New York 
Times; 6/8/2018.) 

 
Still, Trump supporters believe. 
 
3) Psychological Torture of Migrant Children  
 
In 2017 and 2018, Donald Trump instituted a policy that separated 
5,400 migrant minors — including babies, toddlers, and other young 
children — from their parents or other family-member guardians 
for months. Caged in subhuman conditions, 7-year-olds crying, 
sobbing for their mothers and fathers, this treatment caused 
lifelong-lasting psychic damage. The non-profit Physicians for 
Human Rights determined this trauma to be torture.  

Hundreds of these children have been separated permanently 
through government incompetence — immigration authorities 
failed to track their or their families’ whereabouts. Mr. Trump 
continued to push this brutal, inhumane practice while illegal 
immigration was at its lowest levels in decades. He stopped it only 
after prompting national moral outrage, including from many 
supporters. 

The adults who brought these children across the southern 
border might have broken laws, though many were legal asylum 
seekers. (In any event, the vast majority simply were desperate to 
save their families.) But the kids are innocent human beings, lambs 
of God, put through the horror — the torture — of losing their 
parents in a strange country, not knowing if they would ever see 
them again, so the president could “set an example.” 
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4) COVID-19 
 
But even more noxious and deadly than migrant child torture, 
Russian collusion, and an insurrection was Donald’s corrupt and 
tragic handling of the worst pandemic in 100 years. He intentionally 
played down the coronavirus danger from the beginning, disparaged 
the CDC and FDA and their scientists, belittled prevention efforts 
and guidelines, impeded testing, stymied supply production and 
distribution, and told the country “the virus will just disappear,” all 
because he feared any attention to the problem would hurt “his” 
economy and therefore endanger his reelection. Mr. Trump did all 
this because he knew a reelection defeat would mean loss of 
presidential immunity and almost certain indictment — and possible 
(likely?) prison time — for any one of a half-dozen criminal 
investigations awaiting consummation. 

On Feb. 6, 2020, the first U.S. COVID-19 death occurred in 
Northern California. 

By Feb. 21, 2021, there were 500,000 American pandemic 
deaths. 
 

[FACT:] The United States comprises 4.2% of Earth’s 
population while accounting for 20% of world pandemic 
deaths (almost 5 times the per capita average). 
 
[ESTIMATE:] A conservative aggregate expert estimate puts 
Trump malfeasance deaths at 250,000 (half the total). 
 

(as conservatively extrapolated from COVID-19 
Dashboard by the Center for Systems Science and 
Engineering at Johns Hopkins University; 
2/21/2021.) 
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Columbia University 
 
“If the United States had begun imposing social distancing 
measures one week earlier than it did in March [15], about 
36,000 [approximately 50%] fewer people would have died 
in the coronavirus outbreak, according to new estimates 
from Columbia University disease modelers. And if the 
country had begun locking down cities and limiting social 
contact on March 1, two weeks earlier than most people 
started staying home, the vast majority of the nation’s deaths 
— about 83% — would have been avoided, the researchers 
estimated. Under that scenario, about 54,000 fewer people 
would have died by early May.” 

 
(Glanz, James & Robertson, Campbell; “Lockdown 
Delays Cost at Least 36,000 Lives, Data Show”; The 
New York Times; 5/20/2020.) 
 

University of Washington Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation 
 
In September 2020, global health policy expert Dr. Vin Gupta 
declared that 70% of pandemic deaths could have been avoided had 
Trump acted sooner, and 200,000 lives could be saved in the future 
if he acted “now.” Unfortunately the president continued 
downplaying the pandemic and resisting prevention efforts. 

 
(Gupta, Vin, MD, MPA, MSc, University of Washington 
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation professor, global 
health policy expert, formerly with WHO, CDC; “Dr. Vin 
Gupta: ‘Evidence That 70% of Lives Could Have Been 
Saved’”; MSNBC’s Meet the Press Daily with Chuck Todd; 
9/18/2020.) 
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The New England Journal of Medicine 
 
The New England Journal of Medicine for the first time in its 208-year 
history weighed in on a presidential election, calling for the current 
administration to be removed from power. This sentiment was 
unanimous among its 35 editors: 
 

“This crisis has produced a test of leadership. … Here in the 
United States, our leaders have failed that test. They have 
taken a crisis and turned it into a tragedy. The magnitude of 
this failure is astonishing. … [They’ve] failed at almost every 
step. We had ample warning. … 
 
“The federal government has largely abandoned disease 
control to the states. Governors have varied in their 
responses, not so much by party as by competence. But 
whatever their competence, governors do not have the tools 
that Washington controls. Instead of using those tools, the 
federal government has undermined them. … 
 
“[T]ruth is neither liberal nor conservative. When it comes 
to the response to the largest public health crisis of our time, 
our current political leaders have demonstrated that they are 
dangerously incompetent. We should not abet them and 
enable the deaths of thousands more Americans by allowing 
them to keep their jobs.” 
 

(editors; “Dying in a Leadership Vacuum”; The New 
England Journal of Medicine; 10/8/2020.) 

 
National Center for Disease Preparedness, Earth Institute, Columbia 
University 
 

“This [October 2020] report looks at the staggering and 
disproportionate nature of COVID-19 fatalities in the 
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United States, which now ranks first in the world in the total 
number of fatalities, to estimate how many deaths were 
‘avoidable.’ With more than 217,000 lives lost, and a 
proportional mortality rate twice that of neighboring Canada 
and more than fifty times that of Japan — a country with a 
much older population than the U.S. — the United States 
has turned a global crisis into a devastating tragedy. 
 
“Through  comparative  analysis  and  applying  proportional  
mortality  rates,  we  estimate  that  at  least 130,000 deaths 
and perhaps as many as 210,000 could have been avoided 
with earlier policy interventions and more robust federal 
coordination and leadership. Even with the dramatic recent 
appearance of new COVID-19 waves globally, the abject 
failures of U.S. government policies and crisis messaging 
persist.” 
 

(Redlener, Irwin, MD & Sachs, Jeffrey D., Ph.D. & 
Hansen, Sean, MPA & Hupert, Nathaniel, MD, 
MPH; “130,000-210,000 Avoidable COVID-19 
Deaths – and Counting – in the U.S.”; National Center 
for Disease Preparedness, Earth Institute, Columbia 
University; 10/21/2020.)  

 
White House Coronavirus Task Force 

 
“I look at it this way. The first time we have an excuse. 
There were about a hundred thousand deaths that came 
from that original [coronavirus pandemic] surge. All of the 
rest of them, in my mind, could have been mitigated or 
decreased substantially. … The federal government did not 
provide consistent messaging to the American people and 
that is fault number one.” 
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(Birx, Deborah, MD, former top [Trump] White 
House Coronavirus Task Force adviser; COVID 
WAR: The Pandemic Doctors Speak Out [CNN 
documentary]; 3/28/2021.) 
 

Unprecedented Opposition From President Trump’s Own 
Party (and Beyond) 
 
Federal Prosecutors 
 

“‘Each of us [1,000 former federal prosecutors who have 
signed this letter, as of May 30, 2019,] believes that the 
conduct of President Trump described in special counsel 
Robert Mueller’s report would, in the case of any other 
person not covered by the Office of Legal Counsel policy 
against indicting a sitting President, result in multiple felony 
charges for obstruction of justice,’ the former federal 
prosecutors wrote. ‘We emphasize that these are not matters 
of close professional judgment. … [T]o look at these facts 
and say that a prosecutor could not probably sustain a 
conviction for obstruction of justice — the standard set out 
in Principles of Federal Prosecution — runs counter to logic 
and our experience.’” 
 

(Zapotosky, Matt; “Trump Would Have Been 
Charged With Obstruction Were He Not President, 
Hundreds of Former Federal Prosecutors Assert”; 
The Washington Post; 5/6/2019.) 

 
Legal experts and DOJ observers say the number of signatories 
would have been much higher had then-current Justice Department 
prosecutors been able to speak freely without fear of losing their 
jobs. 
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Anti-Trump Republican Luminaries (partial list) 
 
This is but a partial list of traditional Republicans, including many 
hardcore conservatives such as Liz and Dick Cheney, Bill Kristol, 
and George Will, who have determined that Trump, the man, and 
Trumpism, the manifesto, are dangerous to American democracy 
and have no place in the GOP or elected office:  

 
Al Cardenas — political consultant, commentator 
Ana Navarro — political consultant, commentator 
Barbara Bush — fmr. first lady 
Bill Kristol — political consultant, commentator 
Bill Weld — fmr. governor (Mass.) 
Bob Corker — fmr. senator (Tenn.) 
Carlos Curbelo — fmr. U.S. representative (Fla.) 
Charlie Sykes — political commentator  
Christine Todd Whitman — fmr. EPA administrator (George 
W. Bush), fmr. governor (N.J.) 
Colin Powell — fmr. secretary of state (George W. Bush), fmr. Joint 
Chiefs chair (George H. W. Bush) 
Dan Senor — political consultant 
David Brooks — author, political commentator 
David Frum — political consultant, commentator 
Dick Cheney — fmr. vice president (George W. Bush), fmr. U.S. 
representative (Wyo.) 
Elise Jordan — political consultant, commentator 
Evan McMullin — fmr. CIA operations officer, fmr. presidential 
candidate 
George T. Conway III — top Washington, D.C., attorney, spouse 
of Kellyanne (top Trump aide) 
George H. W. Bush — fmr. president 
George W. Bush — fmr. president 
George Will — author, political commentator 
Jeb Bush — fmr. governor (Fla.) 
Jeff Flake — fmr. senator (Ariz.) 
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Jennifer Rubin — political commentator 
Joe Scarborough — political commentator, fmr. U.S. representative 
(Fla.) 
John Kasich — fmr. governor (Ohio) 
John McCain — fmr. senator (Ariz.) 
John Podhoretz — political commentator 
Justin Amash — U.S. representative (Mich.) 
Laura Bush — fmr. first lady 
Liz Cheney — U.S. representative (Wyo.), No. 3 in House 
Republican leadership 
Mark Sanford — fmr. U.S. representative (S.C.), fmr. governor 
(S.C.) 
Max Boot — military historian, political commentator  
Mia Love — fmr. U.S. representative (Utah) 
Michael Steel — political consultant, commentator 
Michael S. Steele — fmr. RNC chair, political consultant, 
commentator 
Mike Murphy — political consultant, commentator 
Mitt Romney — senator (Utah), fmr. governor (Mass.) 
Nicolle Wallace — political consultant, commentator 
Richard Painter — fmr. chief White House ethics lawyer (George 
W. Bush) 
Rick Wilson — political consultant, commentator 
Sophia A. Nelson — political consultant, commentator 
Steve Schmidt — political consultant, commentator 
Stuart Stevens — political consultant, commentator 
Susan Del Percio — political consultant, commentator 
Thomas Friedman — author, political commentator 
Tom Coleman — fmr. U.S. representative (Mo.)  
William Milliken — fmr. governor (Mich.) 
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Generals 
 
On June 1, 2020, President Trump ordered militant federal police 
action to be used against legally, peacefully protesting citizens of his 
own country, then threatened to escalate those attacks. Since that 
time, Mr. Trump’s record of leadership has been excoriated by a 
dozen-plus current or retired three- and four-star generals including 
John R. Allen, Martin Dempsey, Joseph Dunford, Michael Hayden, 
John Kelly, Douglas Lute, James Mattis, Barry McCaffrey, Stanley 
McChrystal, H. R. McMaster, William McRaven, Mark Milley, 
Michael Mullen, David Petraeus, and Colin Powell. This list includes 
several former Joint Chiefs of Staff chairs and various Cabinet 
secretaries. 

Gen. Mark Milley, current Joint Chiefs of Staff chair, later 
apologized for appearing at Trump’s June 1 Bible photo op — to 
prepare for which, peaceful protesters were tear-gassed, shoved 
down with shields, bombarded with flash-bang shells, and fired 
upon with rubber bullets — saying he “never should have been 
there.” 

Retired four-star Marine Corp Gen. John R. Allen, former 
commander of the NATO International Security Assistance Force 
and U.S. Forces – Afghanistan, said Trump’s use of federal force 
against peaceful citizens “may well signal the beginning of the end 
of the American experiment.” 
 
Gen. James Mattis, former Trump Secretary of Defense: 
 

“Donald Trump is the first president in my lifetime who 
does not try to unite the American people — does not even 
pretend to try. Instead he tries to divide us. We are 
witnessing the consequences of three years of this deliberate 
effort. We are witnessing the consequences of three years 
without mature leadership. We can unite without him, 
drawing on the strengths inherent in our civil society. This 
will not be easy … but we owe it to our fellow citizens; to 
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past generations that bled to defend our promise; and to our 
children.” 
 

(Mattis, James, former [Trump] secretary of defense, 
retired four-star Marine Corp general; letter to The 
Atlantic; as cited in Goldberg, Jeffrey; “James Mattis 
Denounces President Trump, Describes Him as a 
Threat to the Constitution”; The Atlantic; 6/3/2020.) 

 
Gen. John Kelly, former Trump White House chief of staff: 
 

“We need to look infinitely harder at who we elect to any 
office in our land — at the office-seeker’s character, at their 
morals, at their ethical record, their integrity, their honesty, 
their flaws, what they have said about women, and 
minorities, why they are seeking office in the first place, and 
only then consider the policies they espouse.” 
 

(Kelly, John, Gen., former [Trump] White House 
chief of staff, former [Trump] Department of 
Homeland Security secretary; statement issued to 
CNN reporter Jim Acosta; 1/7/2021.) 

 
Former Government Officials, Staff 
 
Consider the pronouncements of former Republican administration 
high-level appointees and legislators who declared their opposition 
to Trumpism before the 2020 election: 
 

— 230-plus former members of President George W. Bush’s 
(R-Texas) administration 
 
— 70-plus former national security officials of various 
Republican administrations 
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— 500 former Cabinet secretaries, generals, admirals, senior 
NCOs, ambassadors, and senior civilian national security 
leaders of both parties 
 
— 100 former Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) staffers 
 
— 30 former Sen. Mitt Romney (R-Utah) aides 
 
— 400 average Republican and former Trump voters who 
declared their opposition in video statements. 

 
Not Your Father’s GOP 
 
For those traditional Republicans who possibly haven’t paid close 
enough attention, here’s the crux of the biscuit (— thanks to Frank 
Zappa): Trumpism is not your father’s Grand Old Party. Today’s 
GOP is not the party of Presidents George W. Bush or George H. 
W. Bush, or Senators John McCain or Mitt Romney, all of whom 
opposed Donald Trump’s administration. Their brand of 
Republicanism comprised conservative policies I did not agree with 
but still could respect. Those leaders and their supporters still 
respected the principles of democracy and rule of law; they still 
cared about what’s best for America, its allies, and humanity. 

Trumpism does not respect those things. Trumpism has 
been denounced by an unprecedented number — hundreds, 
thousands — of former legislators, former DOJ prosecutors and 
staff, and myriad other luminaries — of Donald Trump’s own party. 
The list includes presidents, senators, and the most brilliant of party 
strategists and thought leaders. This has never happened before.  

Trump and his policies have been castigated by well over a 
dozen three- and four-star generals, many of whom formerly served 
under President Trump — they saw the dysfunction and depravity 
firsthand. Almost all of these never before have declared a political 
preference. 
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Traditional Republicans, maybe you’ve been busy. Maybe 
you tuned out. Maybe you’ve determined no president could have 
been as bad as the reports say. But you must take a closer look. 
Your party has changed. It’s become the party of Donald Trump, 
with all the accompanying destructive antidemocratic forces. 

Traditional Republicans with integrity have been pushed out 
of leadership or excommunicated from the party. They’ve become 
Independents or members of the GOP diaspora. 

Trumpism is not your father’s Republican Party.   
__________ 
 
The weekly articles in this series lay out a history of Donald’s 
presidency.■ 
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Prologue 2: President Trump Did 
Some Good – With Caveats 
 
 

est some readers are left with the impression that my history 
is too one-sided against former President Trump (it could 
happen), I want to address some areas in which he’s been 

given credit. These include Operation Warp Speed (COVID-19 
vaccine development), getting tougher on China, and building a 
strong economy. 
 
Economy 
 
Let’s get this straight: President Obama bequeathed to President 
Trump a healthy economy that had been trending upward 
consistently for six years (after pulling the country out of a near-
second Great Depression he inherited in 2009). All Donald had to 
do was not screw it up. Did he enhance it with the deceptively titled 
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017? Yes — by revving up the stock 
market through major tax cuts for the rich and corporations, and 
breadcrumbs for the working and middle classes. 

Moreover Trump consistently exaggerated and outright lied 
about his economic accomplishments compared to Obama’s (per 
Donald: “disaster”) record. Steve Rattner, former Treasury official, 
manager of Michael Bloomberg’s personal and philanthropic assets, 
and national economics expert, has cited the following numbers 
using Trump’s own U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, comparing 
Obama’s last three years in office and Trump’s first three years in 
office (before the pandemic emerged in America). 
 

— Average monthly job growth: Obama, 227,000; Trump, 
191,000 
 

L 
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— Lowering of the unemployment rate: Obama, by 2.0%; 
Trump, by 1.2% 
 
— Real wage growth adjusted for inflation: Obama, 1.1%; 
Trump, 0.6% 

 
(Rattner, Steve, former Treasury official, national 
economics expert; MSNBC’s Morning Joe; 2/5/2020.) 

 
In fairness, under the comparable three-year periods, GDP average 
annual growth was 2.4% under Obama, 2.5% under Trump — 
slightly better but essentially a statistical tie. Compare this to 
statements Donald has made regularly bragging of increasing GDP 
to 4%, 5%, 6%, or whatever he felt at the moment. 

Finally: Did Donald Trump run his precious economy into the 
ground during the coronavirus pandemic, his fourth year in office, 
putting millions of people out of work and out of their homes 
because he depravedly ignored and downplayed the COVID-19 
crisis believing any preventive action would generate negative 
attention and hurt his reelection chances? 

Yes, he did. 
 
Operation Warp Speed 
 
Speaking of the pandemic, Operation Warp Speed, the public-
private partnership initiated by the U.S. government to speed the 
development, approval, and distribution of a COVID-19 vaccine, 
was approved and launched in May 2020. Donald Trump was 
president at the time. Congress passed the CARES Act in March 
2020 to fund the program, which involved the CDC, FDA, NIH, 
DOD, HHS, other government departments, and several hand-
picked private drug manufacturers. It’s true that Mr. Trump did not 
get in the way. And it’s true that his advisers made some good calls 
on which drug companies to contract with. 
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But there were two problems surrounding Operation Warp 
Speed. First, President Trump put all his pandemic-recovery eggs in 
one vaccine-development basket at the expense of science-guided 
prevention guidelines and treatment-equipment production. Donald 
had counted on the vaccine solution as being the only solution 
needed, which would save him from bringing additional attention to 
the pandemic (and hurting his economic numbers) along the way.  

He played down and ignored the need for a White House-
driven effort to nationalize prevention guidelines. He refused to 
implement effectively the Defense Production Act to streamline 
manufacturing of personal protection equipment and ventilators, 
and to centralize distribution (reportedly fearing the label of 
“socialism”).  

President Trump chastised, politicized, and sabotaged 
Democratic governors’ efforts to fight the pandemic. He belittled 
adherence to CDC and FDA guidelines as being political statements 
against him. He impeded all-important testing because that would 
increase publicly available case numbers. He frustrated supply 
output and allocation because he believed any attention to these 
issues would hurt the economy and thereby his reelection chances.  

He only wanted to focus on a vaccine. And unrealistically he 
hoped for one to be ready in just a few months.  

Ultimately two vaccines were developed (with U.S. emergency 
approval on the horizon) in the weeks before President Trump’s 
term ended (having given the virus almost a full year to wreak 
largely unconstrained deadly havoc). Donald, however, refused to 
give President-elect Joe Biden’s COVID-19 task force transition 
team timely access to the White House team to coordinate their 
efforts, which cost precious weeks of pandemic-fighting preparation 
time.  

The second major problem was that when Biden’s team finally 
got full access to Operation Warp Speed (on Inauguration Day), 
they discovered it was an organizational disaster with no network 
set up for vaccine distribution. 
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The upshot: Credit Trump for not getting in the way of 
vaccine development and picking the right drug companies. 
Discredit him for withholding precious prep time access for Biden’s 
COVID-19 transition team. Credit Biden for initiating a highly 
effective, life-saving vaccine distribution network after being 
blindsided by an inherited abyss of disorganization and dysfunction. 
 
China 
 
Yes, China is guilty of unfair trade practices and intellectual property 
theft. Yes, President Trump brought attention to this problem. 
 
First, the new president tried tweet-diplomacy: 
 

“The United States is considering, in addition to other 
options, stopping all trade with any country doing business 
with North Korea [This means you, China].”  
 

(Trump, Donald, R-N.Y., U.S. president; Twitter 
post; 9/3/2017.) 

 
Then he tried the backhanded compliment: 
 

“I don’t blame China. After all, who can blame a country for 
being able to take advantage of another country for benefit 
of its citizens?” … [Mr. Trump later told President Xi 
Jinping,] “I give China great credit. … You are a very special 
man.” 

 
(Trump, Donald, R-N.Y., U.S. president; meeting, 
then business event with Chinese President Xi 
Jinping in attendance; Beijing, China; 11/9/2017.) 
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… with the tweet-follow-up: 
 

“I don’t blame China, I blame the incompetence of past 
Admins for allowing China to take advantage of the U.S. on 
trade leading up to a point where the U.S. is losing $100’s of 
billions. How can you blame China for taking advantage of 
people that had no clue? I would’ve done same!” 

 
(Trump, Donald, R-N.Y., U.S. president; Twitter 
post; 11/9/2017.) 

 
Then he mixed in some tweet-bribery, giving up a primo bargaining 
chip just weeks before major trade negotiations: 
 

“President Xi of China, and I, are working together to give 
massive Chinese phone company, ZTE, a way to get back 
into business, fast. Too many jobs in China lost. Commerce 
Department has been instructed to get it done!” 
 

(Trump, Donald, R-N.Y., U.S. president; Twitter 
post; 5/13/2018.) (referring to his reversal of penalties he 
imposed on ZTE in April for doing business with Iran, 
North Korea) 

 
The Chinese government had been expressing its objections 
vehemently to the U.S. sanctions imposed in April on one of its 
largest corporations. 

Then a funny thing happened on the way to trade negotiations 
(and the forum). We learned this little tidbit of information: On May 
7, 2018, just a few days before President Trump reversed the 
penalties on ZTE, China quietly agreed to contribute $500 million 
in loans to an Indonesian theme park featuring Trump-branded 
hotels and a golf course. The project had been in danger of collapse 
but the Chinese loans propped it up, thereby steering hundreds of 
millions of dollars in potential profit to the Trump Organization. 
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(Mathis-Lilley, Ben; “Report: China Has Committed $500 Million to 
Indonesian Development That Will Include Trump Hotels and a 
Trump Golf Course”; Slate; 5/15/2018.) 

America First. 
Combine this with the overall expert consensus that 1) Trump 

fundamentally misunderstands trade deficits and what they mean 
(namely that the U.S. was not “losing $100’s of billions”), and 2) 
Trump’s impetuous tariffs thrown at China et al., here and there, off 
and on, were detrimental to our own economy and could not be 
justified. 

Once again: Right problem. Wrong American president. 
 
Anything Else 
 
Here’s the problem with anything positive Mr. Trump might have 
intended or attempted. Any leader with negligible-to-no 
competence, zero integrity, and the inability to avoid self-dealing at 
the expense of the country cannot be trusted with any real 
responsibility no matter what ostensible good intentions might be 
touted. Do we need to rein in North Korea’s unstable vicious 
leader, Kim Jong Un? Of course. But we shouldn’t risk nuclear war 
or destabilizing embarrassment on the world stage to accomplish 
that. Should we support a humming economy and roaring stock 
markets? Yes. But not through most of the winnings going to 
Donald and his multimillionaire brethren at the expense of working 
stiffs and their families.  

It’s all about judgment. And Donald Trump’s judgment never 
could (can) be trusted to extend beyond his narrow personal benefit 
and elephantine ego.■ 
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Epilogue 1: Belief  vs. Knowledge; 
Impeachment – Again 
 
(Yeah, I put the epilogues right after the prologues.) 
 
 
COVID-19 Deaths 
 
02/06/2020 — U.S.: 1  |  World: 620 
03/05/2020 — U.S.: 12  |  World: 3,293  
04/02/2020 — U.S.: 5,137  |  World: 48,284 
05/07/2020 — U.S.: 73,431  |  World: 264,189 
06/04/2020 — U.S.: 107,175  |  World: 386,464 
10/01/2020 — U.S.: 206,963  |  World: 1,014,958 
01/07/2021 — U.S.: 361,297  |  World: 1,885,689  
02/23/2021 — U.S.: 500,441  |  World: 2,476,387  
 

• Conservatively estimated Trump malfeasance deaths: 
250,221 
• U.S.: 4.2% of Earth’s population, 20% of its pandemic 
deaths 
 

(Glanz, James & Robertson, Campbell; “Lockdown 
Delays Cost at Least 36,000 Lives, Data Show”; The 
New York Times; 5/20/2020.)  
(Gupta, Vin, MD, MPA, MSc, University of 
Washington Institute for Health Metrics and 
Evaluation professor, global health policy expert, 
formerly with WHO, CDC; “Dr. Vin Gupta: 
‘Evidence That 70% of Lives Could Have Been 
Saved’”; MSNBC’s Meet the Press Daily with Chuck 
Todd; 9/18/2020.)  
(Redlener, Irwin, MD & Sachs, Jeffrey D., Ph.D. & 
Hansen, Sean, MPA & Hupert, Nathaniel, MD, 
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MPH; “130,000-210,000 Avoidable COVID-19 
Deaths – and Counting – in the U.S.”; National Center 
for Disease Preparedness, Earth Institute, Columbia 
University; 10/21/2020.)  
(Birx, Deborah, MD, former top [Trump] White 
House Coronavirus Task Force adviser; COVID 
WAR: The Pandemic Doctors Speak Out [CNN 
documentary]; 3/28/2021.)  
(as conservatively extrapolated from COVID-19 
Dashboard by the Center for Systems Science and 
Engineering at Johns Hopkins University; 
2/23/2021.) 

 
Belief vs. Knowledge 
 

hat is belief? What distinguishes knowledge? What happens when 
people fail to differentiate the two?  

We get the consecutive epistemic crises of a Trump presidency 
and the post-Trump disinformation universe.  

First let me give credit to my philosophy consultant and good 
friend Bob O. for exposing me to grandiloquent words such as 
epistemic, and for inspiring me to distill my analysis of (and war 
against) disinformation to this juxtaposition: belief vs. knowledge.   
 
Here are some examples. 
 

[BELIEF:] The coronavirus is not serious and soon will 
disappear on its own. The media has exaggerated this so-
called crisis to hurt the Trump administration. I believe 
because President Trump, Fox News, and my pastor told me 
so. 
 
[KNOWLEDGE:] The coronavirus is deadly serious and 
will not go away on its own. It will require ferocious 
government action and prevention efforts to be controlled 

W 
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and arrested. I know because Doctors Anthony Fauci, 
Deborah Birx, Vin Gupta, Irwin Redlener, et al., along with 
the CDC, FDA, WHO, and vast majority of all nonpartisan 
infectious disease experts in the country, have determined 
this through scientific research and experience. 

 
Have another. 
 

[BELIEF:] Joe Biden stole the 2020 presidential election 
through widespread voter fraud. I believe because President 
Trump, Fox News, and my pastor told me so. 
 
[KNOWLEDGE:] Joe Biden won the 2020 presidential 
election in a fair, secure electoral process. I know because 
100% of 62 American court cases (including cases heard by 
the U.S. and some state Supreme Courts) along with the 
FBI, Department of Justice, Department of Homeland 
Security, and vast majority of all nonpartisan (and even most 
conservative) electoral experts in the country have 
determined this through legal and scientific investigation. 

 
What happens when people confuse belief and knowledge? 
 
What happens when people confuse belief and knowledge? We get 
500,000 (as of February 2021) American COVID-19 deaths that 
easily could have been reduced by half — because knowledge was 
confused with and overwhelmed by (false, disinformed) belief 
spread by dishonest rhetors. This depressed competent government 
action and citizen compliance with health guidelines. This turned 
the defiance of easy, common sense prevention efforts into support 
for Donald Trump.  

What happens? We get a deadly insurrectionist attack on our 
Capitol building (the first breach since 1814), which caused seven 
deaths, injured 140 police officers, terrorized hundreds of 
lawmakers and staff (including through rioters calling for the 
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assassinations of Vice President Mike Pence and House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi), and endangered our democracy — because 
knowledge was confused with and overwhelmed by (false, 
disinformed) belief spread by dishonest rhetors. This caused almost 
half the electorate to believe the 2020 presidential election was 
stolen in spite of it being the most scrutinized, most recounted, 
most audited, most court-contested election in history. President 
Trump lost at every turn. But through false, disinformed belief he 
turned his base of support into a violent attack on Congress, an 
unconstitutional attempt to retain power. 
 

[BELIEF:] The incident on Jan. 6, 2021, at the U.S. Capitol 
was not an insurrection but a peaceful “lovefest,” a gathering 
of “tremendous people” spreading “patriotism” and 
“goodwill.” I believe because President Trump, Fox News, and 
my pastor told me so. 
 
[KNOWLEDGE:] The incident on Jan. 6, 2021, was a 
literal, violent insurrection incited by President Trump and 
his allies. Eight hundred MAGA (“Make America Great 
Again,” keynote slogan of the Trump campaign) supporters 
equipped with tactical gear and weapons viciously beat 
police and breached, ransacked, and terrorized the Capitol 
building to stop certification of Joe Biden as the duly elected 
president. Legislators in the House and Senate chambers 
literally feared for their lives. I know because there are 
hundreds of consistent, independent eye-witness accounts 
and documented videos of the provoking speeches and 
resulting carnage, including footage filmed by 
insurrectionists. 
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Denouement: 2nd Trump Impeachment Trial 
 
This is my epilogue, my wrap-up to almost four years of weekly 
commentary on the Trump presidency. A summary like this must 
include mention of the second Donald Trump impeachment trial, 
which was based upon one article of “Incitement of Insurrection.” 
I’ll provide here only the highest of highlights to refresh memories. 
I strongly recommend pursuing an in-depth, nonpartisan recounting 
of the short five-day trial, perhaps even reviewing official or media 
summaries of the video record. 

Most Democrats, independents, and reasonable (anti-Trump) 
Republicans agree there were two primary reasons to conduct the 
impeachment trial despite knowing a conviction — requiring 17 
GOP senators to join all 50 Democratic senators — was unlikely: 
 

1) It would create a detailed historical record of the actions 
and events leading up to, during, and after the Insurrection 
of January 6. The record otherwise might have been 
diminished or distorted. (This is the same reason General 
Eisenhower ordered comprehensive photo and video documentation when 
his WWII U.S. forces finally reached and liberated Nazi death 
camps.) 
 
2) It would force all senators to go on record as supporting 
or not supporting then-President Trump’s efforts (namely, 
perpetuating his “big lie” of massive election fraud) to incite 
an attack on the Capitol in an attempt to stop the 
certification of Electoral College votes, the final, routine step 
in declaring Joe Biden the winner of the 2020 presidential 
election. 

 
Post-Game Analysis 
 
By overwhelming consensus from Democrats and most 
Republicans, the House Managers put on a brilliant prosecution and 
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proved Mr. Trump’s “Incitement of Insurrection” far beyond any 
doubt. 

The other consensus was that the defense did a poor job, 
bungling its case with meandering, unprepared arguments and silly 
obfuscation. Donald was reported to have been furious at the 
performance after Day 1 opening arguments. The three defense 
team members were near-no-name attorneys, all that Donald could 
get after being refused by the first-, second-, and third-string 
litigators in the field of constitutional law. 

Lead House Manager Jamie Raskin (D-Md.) said, “Former 
President Trump may not know a lot about the framers [of the 
Constitution], but they certainly knew a lot about him [in planning 
for a rogue president].” 

The defense lawyers raised their voices, pounded the lectern, 
feigned indignance, lied about the law, and said, “Nanhhh-Anhhh.” 
 
Senate Vote, Feb. 13, 2021 
 
Ultimately the vote was 57-43 to convict, a healthy majority but not 
the supermajority of two-thirds (in this case, 67) required by the 
Constitution. Seven Republican senators voted with Democrats 
(which were more than expected): Mitt Romney, Ben Sasse, Pat 
Toomey, Susan Collins, Lisa Murkowski, Bill Cassidy, and Richard 
Burr. Most of the other GOP senators based their vote to acquit on 
the procedural argument that trying a president after he’s out of 
office is unconstitutional. Never mind that a co-founder of the 
(highly conservative) Federalist Society and a multitude of other 
constitutional scholars said they were wrong. 

The biggest surprise of the day was Senate Minority Leader 
Mitch McConnell’s (R-Ky.) statements in his speech from the 
chamber floor Feb. 13 immediately after the verdict came in.  

First, he defended his vote to acquit on procedural grounds, 
which was no surprise (even though he single-handedly delayed the 
trial as then-Senate leader until after Trump was out of office). He 
always had intended to acquit on that basis. It’s clear to me that 
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when Mitch floated the possibility of supporting impeachment in 
the days after Jan. 6, that was simply a ploy to pressure Trump into 
behaving for the last week and a half of his term lest McConnell be 
forced to consider drastic action. 

But then Sen. McConnell proceeded to say what he really 
thought of (in the parlance of President Biden) “the former guy”:  
 

“Former President Trump’s actions preceding the riot were 
a disgraceful dereliction of duty. … There is no question that 
President Trump is practically and morally responsible for 
provoking the events of that day. … The people who 
stormed this building believed they were acting on the 
wishes and instructions of their president. And their having 
that belief was a foreseeable consequence of the growing 
crescendo of false statements, conspiracy theories, and 
reckless hyperbole, which the defeated president kept 
shouting into the largest megaphone on planet Earth. … 
This was an intensifying crescendo of conspiracy theories, 
orchestrated by an outgoing president who seemed 
determined to either overturn the voters’ decision or else 
torch our institutions on the way out. The unconscionable 
behavior did not end when the violence began. … President 
Trump is still liable for everything he did while he was in 
office, as an ordinary citizen. Unless the statute of limitations 
has run, [he’s] still liable for everything he did while in office. 
[He] didn’t get away with anything yet — yet. We have a 
criminal justice system in this country. We have civil 
litigation. And former presidents are not immune from being 
held accountable by either one.” 

 
(McConnell, Mitch, R-Ky., U.S. Senate minority 
leader; floor speech, immediately after impeachment 
vote; 2/13/2021.) 
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In the days following the trial, another dozen or so GOP senators 
made statements assigning Trumpian culpability for the 
insurrection, albeit not as intense as Mitch’s words. Many pundits 
from both sides speculated that had this been a secret vote, Trump 
would have been convicted easily. Most Republican senators want 
Trump out of their party and banned from future office. But they 
can’t say it (or vote it) publicly for fear of losing their seat in their 
next primary election.  

Why did Republican senators hang their hats on the 
constitutional technicality even though it effectively was proved not 
applicable? To ride the fence. Aside from the seven with integrity (at 
that moment, anyway), they almost all were afraid of crossing 
Trump’s base of supporters by voting to convict. But they also were 
afraid of reasonable (anti-Trump) GOP and independent voters — 
and history. If they appeared to support the traitorous incitement of 
insurrection by a corrupt, incompetent, amoral president, that also is 
not good for electability — or personal legacies.  

What’s an invertebrate Republican senator to do? A vote to 
acquit on a (false) procedural technicality was the ticket out of 
Dodge for the time being. But their futures are yet to be 
determined. 
 
Where Do We Go From Here? 
 
Donald Trump was an aggressive cancerous tumor in the liver of 
American democracy. The 2020 election of President Joe Biden 
excised the tumor, but the cancer had metastasized long before. 
Lying by high- and low-level GOP government officials has gone 
from exception to accepted rule. Trump supporters all know he lies 
nonstop. But they like this about him or think it necessary to his 
good works. Conspiracy theory proliferation has gone mainstream, 
to the point of several Republican representatives getting elected to 
the House on the strength of their conspiracy theory-ing, not in spite 
of it. And GOP House leaders are afraid to rein them in, afraid of 
their supporters, afraid of being primary-ed in the next election. 
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Donald constitutionally could run again in 2024. He retains his 
influence. More than 70% of Republicans believe Joe Biden is not 
the legitimate president due to voter fraud. With voter-suppression 
legislation rampaging across GOP-controlled state governments, 
and U.S. legislators becoming more beholden to the cult of 
Trumpism and its conspiratorial mendacity, good people must 
remain vigilant. 

A 20-something young person I know at work thinks all the 
online doctored videos of Joe Biden slurring his words are accurate 
indications of dementia. He thinks the coronavirus pandemic is 
overblown, mostly a hoax. Oh, and it’s total myth that Black people 
are treated worse, statistically, by police — this has been completely 
disproved “online.”  

A friend’s niece in college thinks antifa is planning to destroy 
our suburbs with organized violent protests: “I’ve just seen too 
many videos.” She thinks the 2020 news footage at food banks of 
mile-long lines of cars filled with people who lost their jobs to the 
pandemic was just an example of “low-lifes not planning for the 
future.” 

Her evangelical cousin now is convinced that President Biden 
is eliminating Christian crosses from society, saying, “It’s all over 
the internet.” Never mind that Joe Biden is a lifelong devout 
Catholic who often invokes his faith. He’s venerated it in times of 
serendipity. He’s drawn upon it during times of adversity, to heal his 
family from unthinkable tragedy and, more recently, to heal a 
nation. 

Another friend’s nephew in his 20s perpetuates COVID-19 
vaccine conspiracy videos, complete with a “doctor” speaking 
earnestly about how the vaccines 1) are unnecessary, 2) cause disease, 
and 3) are a way for the government to “track and control you.” 
Oh, and this “doctor” is peddling a cockamamie “cure for covid” 
(that has been denounced by all legitimate experts) — “but the 
government doesn’t want you to know about this cure.” 

My favorite online cartoon (some use the misnomer meme) is 
one in which a guy is sitting at his computer surfing the internet. 
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Excitedly he yells to his wife, “Honey, come quick. I’ve found 
something that all the experts, scientists, and doctors have 
overlooked!” 

Good people must remain vigilant. 
 
Independent Thought Is on Life-Support 
 
I aspire to be a teacher to the young people in my life. But when 
they let me know they no longer want to learn, I bow out.  

Take my friend’s 20-something niece who bit my head off 
roaring, “Don’t give me that BLM bullsh*t!” after I attempted to 
explain the reasoning behind the Black Lives Matter movement. 
You know what? I’m out. She’s lost, at least for now. Her parents 
got her lost. 

Consider my other friend’s nephew who reposted on 
Facebook the anti-COVID-19-vaccine video. I explained that this is 
dangerous propaganda from a known propagator and that this 20-
something should examine his sources better. He came back at me 
hard, aggressively accusing me of being a know-it-all and not 
respecting his evidence. He ranted and wouldn’t give me an opening 
to answer. He bombarded me with a half-dozen unrelated right-
wing religious and political fallacies (Facebook is censoring the word 
Christian, Democrats are against freedom of religion) to illustrate 
how really wrong I was. 

I’m sorry. I’m out. He’s lost, at least for now. If his mother 
and father never cared about critical thinking, How could they teach 
it to him? And he adamantly doesn’t want to learn it from me. 

Meanwhile, Facebook is not censoring the word Christian. But 
it is propping up the stolen election myth. It is killing people by 
allowing the ubiquitous proliferation of anti-vaccine conspiracy 
theories. It did help elect an autocratic, corrupt, incompetent 
president. It’s simple: Exciting myths prompt more clicks and 
shares than ho-hum truth. More clicks and shares directly increase 
advertising income. Humanity be damned. 
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All Trump-supporting politicians, clergy members, and parents 
are to blame. When they deny things they know are true and wish 
not to be true they are to blame. When they deny the veracity of 
legitimate information sources simply because they’re told to, they 
are to blame. By their standards of thinking, all truth is deniable and 
all propaganda believable. 

Young people already had communication and thinking 
obstacles to overcome by being born into the social media age, 
which comprises certain powerful platforms that place profits over 
probity. For far too many adolescents and post-adolescents, any 
remaining critically thoughtful communication and information-
gathering skills have evaporated in the era of Trump. 

Republicans bristle at the word deprogram as it applies to cultish 
MAGA thinking. But the word is no exaggeration. I’m deeply 
concerned about the future of American thought. The young people 
who believe the conspiracy theories and other lies will be in 
leadership roles someday. This scares the hell out of me. 

Good people must remain vigilant. 
Let me beat my favorite dead horse into the ground one last 

time: We must develop a required K-12 critical thinking curriculum 
geared toward 21st century digital information sources and social 
media. And we must require more high school humanities studies 
(— thanks to good friend, educator, and spiritual consultant Keith B.). It 
might be too late for many millennials, let alone their parents. But if 
we start now, we can help to ensure the next generation learns how 
to think critically about information sources, how to differentiate 
belief from knowledge. 
 
Remember the Hypocrites, the Trump Addicts 
 
I used to counsel drug addicts and alcoholics in a former life. This 
was during the 1990s when the crack cocaine epidemic had not yet 
produced herd immunity. More than once I heard similar stories 
about some crackhead taking a hit in the midst of an hours- or 
dayslong using spree, then falling to the floor clutching his chest, 
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experiencing some sort of cardiovascular event. Whether or not it 
was a heart attack, the guy on the floor was scared to death. The 
terrified user invariably would say something in the vein of, “God, 
please don’t let me die; I’ll never do crack again if I can just pull out 
of this!” 

Also invariably, the previously terrified user would pull out of 
it, his heart rate would slow back down to 120, and within minutes 
he’d be back at the table taking another hit on the pipe. 

The Insurrection of January 6 clearly was inspired and 
provoked by President Trump and his people. Eight hundred of 
Donald’s supporters broke down doors and windows, beat police 
officers along the way, and occupied the Capitol building for several 
hours in an attempt to stop Congress from certifying the Electoral 
College vote for Joe Biden. Many thousands more cheered them on 
from the grounds. Capitol police and others died as a result. 
Hundreds of legislators and staffers from both parties thought they 
might die. 

The violent insurrection so transparently was caused and 
supported by Trump (notwithstanding a couple of late, lame tweets 
of “We love you, we feel your pain, but be peaceful”) that several of 
his most sycophantic enablers in the House and Senate had had 
enough and called out the president: 
 

“[Stopping the vote certification is] not going to do any 
good. It’s going to delay, and it gives credibility to a dark 
chapter of our history. … Trump and I, we’ve had a hell of a 
journey. I hate it to end this way. Oh my God, I hate it. 
From my point of view, he’s been a consequential president, 
but today … all I can say is count me out. Enough is 
enough. … There’s problems in every election. [But] I don’t 
buy this [conspiracy of fraud]. Enough’s enough! We’ve got 
to end it!” 
 

(Graham, Lindsey, R-S.C., U.S. senator; floor speech, 
evening of Jan. 6 insurrection; 1/6/2021.) 
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“The president bears responsibility for Wednesday’s attack 
on Congress by mob rioters. He should have immediately 
denounced the mob when he saw what was unfolding. … 
Some [including the president] say the riots were caused by 
antifa. There is absolutely no evidence of that. And 
conservatives should be the first to say so.” 

 
(McCarthy, Kevin, R-Calif., U.S. House minority 
leader; floor speech; 1/13/2021.) 

 
“The [insurrectionist] mob was fed lies. They were provoked 
by the president and other powerful people. … They tried to 
use fear and violence to stop a specific proceeding of the 
first branch of the federal government which they did not 
like. But we pressed on. We stood together and said an angry 
mob would not get veto power over the rule of law.” 
 

(McConnell, Mitch, R-Ky., U.S. Senate majority 
leader; floor speech; 1/19/2021.) 

 
“God, Please Don’t Let Me Die” 
 
“God, please don’t let me die; I’ll never do crack again if I can just 
pull out of this!” Invariably the terrified user would pull out of it, his 
heart rate would slow back down to 120, and within minutes he’d be 
back at the table taking another hit on the pipe. 

  
“I’m going to go down to talk with [Donald] next week, play 
a little golf in Florida. … I said, ‘Mr. President, this MAGA 
movement needs to continue, we need to unite the party, 
Trump-plus is the way back in 2022.’ … [Regarding Trump’s 
actions on Jan. 6: At] 2:28 he told people to be peaceful, he 
tweeted out several times. At 4 o’clock he did a video 
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basically to be peaceful and leave. … Did he incite this riot by 
his speech? Absolutely not.” 

 
(Graham, Lindsey, R-S.C., U.S. senator; Fox News 
Sunday with Chris Wallace; 2/14/2021.) 
 

“I don’t believe [President Trump] provoked [the Jan. 6 
insurrection], if you listen to what he said at the rally. … 
This president brought a lot of great success … and he 
should continue to engage in that way.” 

 
(McCarthy, Kevin, R-Calif., U.S. House minority 
leader; news conference; Capitol Hill; 1/21/2021.) 

 
[BRET BAIER (FOX NEWS):] “If [Donald Trump] was the 
party’s nominee [in 2024], would you support him?” 
 
[MITCH MCCONNELL:] “The nominee of the party? 
Absolutely.” 

 
(Fox News’ Special Report with Bret Baier; 2/25/2021.) 

 
Donald Trump’s provocation of the insurrection is not just an 
aberrant episode within an otherwise good record of presidential 
leadership. Trump’s insurrection is the tragic, deplorable 
culmination of the most corrupt, incompetent, and amoral 
presidency in U.S. history. Though congressional MAGA addicts 
might have had a moment of clarity immediately after their lives 
(and American democracy, itself) were endangered, ultimately they 
can’t quit the depravity, the crack cocaine of political movements: 
Trumpism. 
 Don’t ever believe another word from one of these guys. Like 
all active addicts, they lie as they breathe. 
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And How ’Bout Those (81% of) Caucasian Evangelicals? 
 
A few years ago, as a product of some personal religious history 
research, I put together a succinct list of principles for human 
relationships espoused in the Bible. Since I’m told evangelicals 
believe every word in the Bible was written literally by Jesus, I give 
you: 
 
Jesus’ Abbreviated Principles: 7 Do’s and 13 Don’ts  
 

— Do compassion*** 
— Do forgive*** 
— Do Golden Rule*** 
— Do honor parents* 
— Do love neighbor*** 
— Do mercy*** 
— Do volunteer*** 
— Don’t cause sinning*** 
— Don’t cheat*** 
— Don’t covet* 
— Don’t hurry to evil** 
— Don’t hypocrite*** 
— Don’t judge*** 
— Don’t look arrogantly** 
— Don’t offend*** 
— Don’t plan wickedly** 
— Don’t kill* 
— Don’t sow discord** 
— Don’t steal* 
— Don’t witness falsely* 

 
(compiled-edited by Ersin, Tom; GraniteWord.com; 
6/14/2015.) 
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These principles are derived from the following three sources: 
 

* The Ten Commandments (Church of England; “Exodus 
20:2-17”; Holy Bible, King James Version; 1611.) 
 
** Six (or Seven) Things God Hates (Thomas Nelson 
Publishing; “Proverbs 6:16-19”; Holy Bible, New King James 
Version; 1982.) 
 
*** Biblical Discussions on Mercy, Compassion, Promoting 
Sin, and Judging (Word Universe; “Loving Your Neighbor”; 
Bible Study on Jesus Christ; 2001.) 

 
Jesus’ Abbreviated Principles — in Action? 
 
For all you evangelical WASPs who are trying to determine if 
Trumpism and its leader still line up with your values, let’s compare 
each principle to former President Trump’s behavior. 
 
— Do compassion: Thousands of migrant minors — 5-year-olds, 3-
year-olds, babies — were psychologically tortured through indefinite 
separation from their parents or guardians in a strange land, under 
subhuman conditions, so Donald could “set an example.” You do 
the math. 
 
— Do forgive: The former president has been known to forgive but 
only when it’s advantageous to him. “Lyin’ Ted” Cruz (R-Texas) 
became “Beautiful Ted” but only because Trump needed him in the 
Senate. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) said before the 2016 election, “I 
think [Trump’s] a kook. I think he’s crazy. I think he’s unfit for 
office.” They eventually embraced each other because they needed 
each other. 
 
— Do Golden Rule: Has Donald ever made even the slightest attempt 
to follow the Golden Rule? You make the call. 
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For reference: 

 
“Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men 
should do to you, do ye even so to them: for this is 
the law and the prophets.” 

 
(Church of England; “Matthew 7:12”; Holy 
Bible, King James Version; 1611.) 

 
Or here’s another translation, one of hundreds in English, 
alone, since the Tynsdale-Coverdale version of 1535. I’m 
sure they all got it right. 

 
“Treat others as you want them to treat you. This is 
what the Law and the Prophets are all about.” 

 
(American Bible Society; “Matthew 7:12”; 
Holy Bible, Contemporary English Version; 1995.) 

 
— Do honor parents: Maybe yes — he did keep a picture of Mom and 
Dad in the Oval Office — though it’s been documented that 
Donald tried to manipulate his ailing father into changing the will to 
favor himself over his siblings. Oh, and the family reports that 
Donald derived pleasure from mocking his father’s symptoms 
during the late stages of Fred Trump Sr.’s Alzheimer’s disease. 
 
— Do love neighbor: Consider the hatred Donald has pushed out into 
the world. 
 
— Do mercy: Consider his treatment of the (innocent) Central Park 
Five, sexual assault survivors, the migrant children, physically 
challenged journalists, women, non-Caucasians, ex-wives, and 
second-class daughter Tiffany. 
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— Do volunteer: Granted, a busy then-president was not in a position 
to volunteer his time physically. But consider Donald’s many false 
promises to volunteer charitable contributions that never were 
made. Consider that he used his Trump (“charitable”) Foundation 
(comprising outside, non-Trump contributions) as his personal 
piggy bank, as documented. 
 
— Don’t cause sinning: Consider Donald’s exhortations to his 
supporters to commit violence against protesters at his rallies. 
Consider his incitement of insurrection. Note his obsequious tacit 
approval of murderous authoritarian Russian, Turkish, and Saudi 
Arabian leaders, to protect Trump Organization profits. And 
remember his dangling and offering of pardons to those who would 
flout subpoenas and commit perjury for him. 
 
— Don’t cheat: Donald has cheated repeatedly on each of his three 
wives (and often bragged about it). His documented shorting and 
stiffing of contractors he’s used in his businesses is legend. He 
cheated to win the 2016 presidential election (then made additional 
attempts in 2020) with, among other things, documented illegal 
campaign contributions and willing acceptance of illegal Russian 
help. 
 
— Don’t covet: “I moved on her like a b*tch. But I couldn’t get there. 
And she was married.” (— Donald Trump) 
 
— Don’t hurry to evil: The history of former President Trump is that 
he’s an opportunistic hurry-er to evil. If there were taxes to be 
evaded, debts to be defaulted upon, unconstitutional emoluments to 
be accepted, Donald was on it. 
 
— Don’t hypocrite: Donald Trump is the preeminent psychological 
projectionist. This is one of his primary approaches to life. He 
consistently accuses others (critics, opponents, enemies) of doing 
that of which he is guilty. A domestic terrorist MAGA supporter 
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sent more than a half-dozen bombs to prominent Trump critics, 
and the then-president accused Democrats and the media of 
incivility. 
 
— Don’t judge: We’re talking Trump, here. 
 
— Don’t look arrogantly: We’re still talking Trump, here. 
 
— Don’t offend: C’mon, we’re talking Trump. 
 
— Don’t plan wickedly: (see “Don’t cause sinning,” “Don’t hurry to 
evil,” “Don’t hypocrite”) 
 
— Don’t kill: The Saudis’ premeditated murder of a critical 
journalist, the Russians’ multiple assassinations of journalists and 
defectors — these are things Donald overlooks to accrue money 
and power. Also note: He wanted the Central Park Five executed 
even after their DNA exoneration. 
 
— Don’t sow discord: Jesus H.! We’re talking Donald Trump, here! 
 
— Don’t steal: I think we’ve covered this. 
 
— Don’t witness falsely: 30,000 documented untruths as president. 
The name Trump forever will be linked primarily to the word liar.  
 
Political Parties in the 21st Century 
 
Many pundits on both sides believe the GOP is headed for a split, 
effectively or literally. After Trump’s second impeachment trial, they 
point to Mitch McConnell’s statement impaling the “former guy” by 
encouraging the justice system to deal with him and his crimes. It’s 
well known that McConnell loathes the man, Donald Trump, and 
many of his policies. Mitch put up with Donald for four years 
because 1) he had no choice, and 2) he was willing to make the 
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proverbial Faustian deal: He supported the rogue president and his 
inhumane policies in exchange for tax cuts, judges, and power. 

Now that Trump is out of office, we can hope he’ll be 
consumed with eternal legal battles, bankrupting financial penalties, 
and possible jail time (or at least a little ankle bracelet duty). The 
plenitude of suspected or alleged Trumpian crimes is legend. In a 
Saturday Night Live comedy skit during the Mueller investigation, 
little pajama-clad Eric Trump, shivering with fear in bed while 
clutching his Batman sheets, said to the boogeyman in his bedroom, 
Robert Mueller, “My dad says you’re the worst thing that’s ever 
happened to him.” Robert De Niro’s Mueller character responds, 
“Noooo, the worst thing that ever happened to your dad is 
becoming president.” 

Senate Minority Leader McConnell realizes the party is 
doomed if it remains in lockstep with The Donald now that he’s out 
of power. But the conventional wisdom is that Mitch calculated he 
had to vote to acquit Mr. Trump of impeachment because if he 
opposed the majority of his caucus, he no longer would be able to 
lead his caucus. So the Republican leader split the baby: He voted to 
acquit on a (false) technicality to keep MAGA supporters at bay. 
But then he roasted the former president on a spit by condemning 
Trump’s actions, to bring back the reasonable (anti-Trump) GOP 
donors and supporters he needs desperately to regain power. 

There effectively are three political parties in America right 
now: Democrats, pro-Trump Republicans, and anti-Trump 
Republicans. This is good for Democrats because it splits the 
opposition vote. It’s bad for anti-Trump Republicans because they 
now are a traditional conservative rowboat surrounded by a jackleg 
GOP flotilla. 

Wherever the Republican Party ends up, Why not consider the 
better alternative? 
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Republicans: Party of Lincoln? — What’s Makes a Modern 
Democrat? 
 
VERBATIM: I reprise my short 2018 essay. 
 

Today’s Democrat, for all her party’s faults, embraces a 
culture of life, that is, embraces a continuous moral support 
for equality, diversity, fairness, truth, the earth, the worker, 
the (biblical) stranger, freedom of (any) religion or no 
religion, a cultural safety net, voting rights, and an ethical 
government that works for the people. 
 
Republicans love to say things like, “The Republican Party is 
the party of Lincoln, and the Democratic Party fostered 
slavery and the KKK in the past.” Those things are true. But 
party identification is ephemeral. Liberal and conservative 
philosophies are consistent and that’s what matters. 
 
I am a liberal. Had I lived in Lincoln’s time, I would have 
been a Republican rabidly supporting abolition. Mitch 
McConnell, Kevin McCarthy, and Donald Trump, 
“conservatives,” would have been Democrats fighting Lincoln 
and supporting “states’ rights,” supporting their right to own 
other human beings. I fiercely would have opposed 
Lincoln’s second-term vice president (compromise 
candidate, half of the “National Union” ticket, then 
president), Democrat Andrew Johnson, whose corruption was 
manifest in his entrenched racism, sabotage of 
Reconstruction, tacit approval of the KKK, and opposition 
to citizenship for former slaves.  
 
If I’d been alive during Democratic President Andrew 
Jackson’s day, I, as a liberal, would have been a supporter of 
the Whig or Anti-Jacksonian Party vehemently opposing his 
Indian relocation policies, phony populism, and autocratic 
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attempts to expand executive power. Mitch McConnell, 
Kevin McCarthy, and Donald Trump, “conservatives,” 
would have been Jackson enthusiasts. This is why President 
Trump took the unusual step of placing a portrait of 
(Democrat) Andrew Jackson in the Oval Office. 
 
And during the 1960s I would have been a Democrat 
supporting the work of two presidential champions of civil 
rights, John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson — but not 
supporting the racist ideology of many Southern Democrats, 
aka “Dixiecrats.” 
 
Throughout history I might have been a Republican, 
Democrat, Whig, or some independent combination 
depending upon the decade. But I always would have been a 
liberal as I am today — embracing continuous moral 
support for equality, diversity, truth, the earth, the worker, 
the (biblical) stranger, freedom of (any) religion or no 
religion, a cultural safety net, voting rights, and an ethical 
government that works for the people. 
 
Liberals are willing to support issues at odds with their 
personal interests though good for humanity. They opposed 
slavery, though freed slaves would present competition for 
jobs and other resources. Male progressives favored 
women’s suffrage, though the female vote would impinge on 
men’s hegemonic interests. Liberals always have supported a 
leg up for poor children and families, though this incurs 
higher taxes.  
 
Conversely, conservatives generally only support issues that 
favor themselves. 
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Today Republicans are light-years of morality and integrity 
away from where they were in Lincoln’s time. And today the 
liberals are Democrats. 
 

(Ersin, Tom; “Republicans Complicit”; 
GraniteWord.com; 1/11/2018.) 

 
Why believe in the reprobate cult of Trumpism? You can know that 
the Democratic Party of today, for all its faults, is the party 
consistently endeavoring to help all people. 
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[BREAKING NEWS:]  
 
In the first month of the new Biden administration: 

 
— President Joe Biden is tackling the COVID-19 pandemic 
with competence, determination, humanity, and the full 
force of government. 
 
— America surpassed the 500,000 coronavirus death mark. 
At least half that number of lives could have been saved if 
former President Trump hadn’t variously (callously) ignored, 
ridiculed, and downplayed the pandemic, thinking this 
approach would save “his” economy and thereby support 
his reelection. 
 
— President Biden conducted a moving pandemic deaths 
memorial for the nation (which his predecessor never did). 
Meanwhile Mr. Trump will appear at the Conservative 
Political Action Conference, aka CPAC, to reaffirm the 
covid hoax and continue attempts to reverse his stolen 
election loss.  
 
— Even though he didn’t carry the Lone Star State, 
President Biden is sending immediate disaster aid to Texas 
after its deregulation-induced statewide electrical grid failure. 
The power outage crisis has caused dozens of deaths along 
with monumental water shortages and property damage. 
 
— Former president Donald J. Trump has announced he’ll 
be unveiling a national health care plan very soon, right after 
his 47th (or 48th) Infrastructure Week. He also called Biden a 
loser for helping a state in need that didn’t vote for Joe. (— 
writer’s embellishment).■ 
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Epilogue 2: My Final Thoughts After 
Another Independence Day 
 
 

his past United States Independence Day, 2021, I found 
myself four years removed from starting this historical 
project in July 2017. What has transpired? Our apocalyptic 

projections about the election of Donald Trump did materialize, 
worse than we had feared. He never “grew into” the presidency per 
proponents’ predictions. He never developed a sense of responsible 
patriotism. He never had the character, the raw material for us to 
hope for these things. 

In fact after losing reelection, Mr. Trump incited a violent 
insurrection — based upon his “big lie” that the election was stolen 
from him — in a clear attempt to violate the Constitution forcibly 
to retain power. (Again, many experts and historians believe this 
was an attempted coup.) This has been proved beyond any 
common-sense doubt. 

Donald allowed approximately 250,000 unnecessary pandemic 
deaths on his watch because he believed White House prevention 
efforts would bring unwanted attention to the plague, hurt his 
economy, and cost him reelection. He incited the insurrection 
because ultimately he did lose reelection, therefore presidential 
immunity, meaning he would face almost certain indictment (on 
several possible legal fronts) and possible incarceration if he 
couldn’t retain power. He was willing to use any means possible to 
stay in power. 

He’s been exposed as having watched, rapt and enraptured, 
the deadly violence of many hundreds of seditionists unfold Jan. 6, 
2021, in real time on a White House big-screen television. He 
couldn’t understand why aides weren’t as pleased and excited as he 
was. Engrossed for hours, he ignored numerous telephone pleas 
from political allies — including many whose lives were in danger at 
the Capitol building — to “call off his people,” as only he could do, 

T 
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and authorize National Guard presence, as only he could do. 
American democracy came dangerously close to irreparable damage. 

But 40% or so of the electorate refuses to see any of this. 
Donald Trump’s rabid base of support is not like a cult in the 

case of a simile. It is not a cult metaphorically. Trumpism is a literal 
cult that is still, many months after Donald’s last day in office, 1) 
causing mass pandemic homicide through persistent Trump-
inspired propaganda, and 2) threatening to foment a white 
nationalist uprising based upon patent lies. Mr. Trump has evolved 
from incompetent, corrupt clown to traitorous threat to the 
American experiment. 

As of late summer and fall 2021 the U.S. adult COVID-19 
vaccination rate has stalled to under 70%, pushing our death count 
well beyond 600,000. This is because Donald still wants his 
followers to believe that medical science is a conspiracy against him, 
that they should distrust and disdain the “Biden vaccine” as they do 
Joe’s “stolen” presidency. The country is experiencing a fourth wave 
of pandemic infection, with the unvaccinated accounting for 99% of 
fourth-wave deaths — and Trump accounting for probably 99% of 
the unvaccinated. 

Long after his re-authenticated, re-confirmed, and re-validated 
election loss, Donald Trump continues his Orwellian campaign on 
the national stage to rewrite history and claim electoral victory. He 
and his Ministry of Truth allies still are proclaiming that the 
Insurrection of January 6 never happened, only that it was a 
peaceful demonstration of love by “great people, true patriots.” To 
say that Mr. Trump’s attempts to manipulate truth and fact is 
Orwellian is no exaggeration. 

Though banned from Facebook (for at least two years) and 
Twitter (for life) for consistently promulgating deadly pandemic and 
insurrection-inciting disinformation, Trump continues to use his 
other megaphones to perpetuate the myth that he won the election 
and will be reinstated as president at some point. A majority of 
Republicans believe the agitprop. Donald is inciting a second 
insurrection, bigger and better than Jan. 6. 
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Forget Warren Harding. Forget Richard Nixon. The Trump 
administration has comprised the most convictions, plea deals, DOJ 
criminal referrals, and crony pardons of any U.S. presidency before 
it (including an unprecedented number of investigations and 
indictments of top Trump officials and buds that were slow-walked 
or quashed by his Justice Department). Donald tops the list of chief 
executives with the most civil lawsuits and criminal investigations — 
and impeachments — launched against him during and after his 
single-term stint. 

But 40% or so of the electorate refuses to see any of this.  
In fact they’re still sending money. Among other grifts, Mr. 

Trump’s Save America Leadership PAC has accumulated $75 
million dollars in the first half of 2021 largely by fundraising on “We 
need you to join the fight to SECURE OUR ELECTIONS!” Yet 
instead of financially supporting recounts, audits, voter-fraud 
investigations — you know, election-securing stuff — Donald is 
using these donations from his working-stiff supporters (most of 
whom probably can’t afford to donate) for travel, legal fees, staff 
salaries, and “other expenses.” 
 
It Could Happen Again 
 
Donald Trump came close to overturning his reelection loss by 
relentlessly pounding away at the lie — that Joe Biden stole the 
presidency through massive voter fraud. This has been shot down 
unanimously by 60-some federal and state high courts (including 
twice by a Trump-packed conservative U.S. Supreme Court), every 
legitimate election expert in the country, and every American 
government agency involved with elections. 

But MAGA Nation believes. Donald continues to push the lie 
harder than ever. Over 70% of Republican voters polled still say 
that Joe Biden is not the legitimate president of the United States. 

It is due to certain GOP secretaries of state and other officials 
with integrity that our system held in 2020. But those people are 
being forced out. Trump-supporting state Republican legislatures 
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learned their lessons and are busy passing laws allowing them to 
usurp the authority of officials with integrity and void future 
election results they don’t like. Imagine if those state legislatures are 
allowed to take control of vote counting. Combine this with the 
flurry of pure voter-suppression laws being passed in those same 
states. 

Trump is out of office for now but he could come back; he 
legally could run for president again in 2024. And he could win. 
Immediately after the Insurrection of January 6, many Republican 
lawmakers thought it was time to break with Donald. That lasted 
about a minute. They grossly underestimated his followers’ 
perverted addiction to Trumpian nativism. GOP legislators remain 
more loyal — i.e., trapped by their voters — than ever. The danger 
of a returning aspiring autocrat, stronger and more gruesome than 
before, still exists. 
 
Repudiation 
 

Repudiating Donald Trump and Trumpism doesn’t require 
renouncing your Republican Party membership or pro-life 
advocacy. It doesn’t require suddenly supporting gay marriage. It 
doesn’t require “turning Democrat” or even liking Joe Biden. 

It simply means you don’t support allowing hundreds of 
thousands of unnecessary post-born pandemic deaths for depraved 
political reasons. It simply means you don’t condone the 
psychological torture and subhuman treatment of thousands of 
innocent migrant babies, toddlers, and other children to “set an 
example.” It simply means you believe a president should be 
precluded from making millions of dollars off the presidency 
through corrupt self-dealing and blatant conflict of interest. 

It means you eschew autocracy. 
It means you support democracy. 
Repudiating Trumpism means you do not support policies 

transparently designed to maintain white hegemony under the guise 
of “freedom,” “patriotism,” “election security,” “no socialism,” and 
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“Make America Great Again” (i.e., like it used to be in the 1950s, 
when Negroes, Mexicans, homosexuals, and housewives knew their place). 

Repudiating Trump means you respect election results 
determined legitimate (60-plus times in federal courts, state supreme 
courts, twice in the U.S. Supreme Court, and through numerous 
unanimous state recounts and audits). You repudiate those who 
incited thousands of insurrectionists (overwhelmingly white 
supremacists, white nationalists, and sympathizers) — about 800 of 
whom breached, ransacked, and terrorized the U.S. Capitol for 
several hours causing seven deaths and 140 police injuries — to 
stop the congressional certification of Joe Biden as president. You 
repudiate those who endanger American democracy by perpetuating 
the persistent canard that the election was “stolen” from their guy 
through (nonexistent) fraud. 

Repudiating Trumpism means you have a limit, some 
maximum level of presidential corruption above which you will not 
accept. 

 
Withdrawing support for Trumpism simply means you value 

American representative democracy, though imperfect, over 
encroaching autocracy. You value integrity and faculty, though 
fallible, over corruption, incompetence, and amorality. You value 
honesty, though never absolute, over inveterate mendacity.  

You believe that truth is a thing. 
 
If you were a Trump supporter but at some point — no 

matter how late — became enlightened and withdrew your support, 
I admire and respect you. I’ve written about the importance of 
dispassionate logic and reasoning. It is those taken in early that have 
shown the most courage and strength of corrective reason in 
overcoming the titanic barrage of disinformation, that is, deceit. 

If you’re under age 30 and still support Donald’s vision, I 
offer you a hall pass. It’s difficult to break free of phony populist or 
dogmatic evangelical leverage exerted by parents who never learned 
to think critically. Which explains my ever-present push for a 
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required K-12 critical thinking curriculum and more humanities 
studies in secondary education. 

But here’s the thing, and there’s no getting around this. If 
you’re over 30, well past adolescence, and still support Trumpism — 
in spite of the deadly, inhumane, anti-democracy pollution with 
which it has befouled the waters flowing beneath your MAGA 
bridge — you are one of two things: 1) willfully disinformed; or 2) 
selfishly amoral.  
 

Not amoral, you protest? I’ve laid out in factual detail a 
weekly, seemingly endless series of reasons for withdrawing support 
for Trump and Trumpism. I’ve given you the researched, 
documented truths and citations with meticulous attribution to 
confirm these facts for yourself. I have mixed in quirky references 
to classic movie quotes and SNL jokes to make the medicine go 
down easier. I’ve clarified why no amount of support for pro-life, 
anti-gay-marriage judges or the mythical MAGA “economy” can 
justify massive needless post-born pandemic death, child torture, 
and the violent, methodical dismantling of American democracy. 

You no longer can be disinformed. Unless it’s willfully. Which 
I believe is amoral.■ 
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1/20/2021 — Inauguration Day: Joe 
Biden Sworn in as 46th U.S. President  
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1/21/2021 — “Democracy Has 
Prevailed” 
 
 
COVID-19 Deaths 
 
02/06/2020 — U.S.: 1  |  World: 620 
03/05/2020 — U.S.: 12  |  World: 3,293  
04/02/2020 — U.S.: 5,137  |  World: 48,284 
05/07/2020 — U.S.: 73,431  |  World: 264,189 
06/04/2020 — U.S.: 107,175  |  World: 386,464 
07/02/2020 — U.S.: 128,062  |  World: 516,726 
08/06/2020 — U.S.: 158,268  |  World: 708,278 
09/03/2020 — U.S.: 185,752  |  World: 863,577 
10/01/2020 — U.S.: 206,963  |  World: 1,014,958 
11/05/2020 — U.S.: 234,756 (est.)  |  World: 1,231,003 (est.)  
12/03/2020 — U.S.: 273,847  |  World: 1,495,311  
01/07/2021 — U.S.: 361,297  |  World: 1,885,689  
01/21/2021 — U.S.: 406,384  |  World: 2,078,315  
 

• Conservatively estimated Trump malfeasance deaths: 
203,192 
• U.S.: 4.2% of Earth’s population, 20% of its pandemic 
deaths 
 

(Ibid.; Glanz & Robertson; 5/20/2020.)  
(Ibid.; Gupta, MD; 9/18/2020.)  
(Ibid.; Redlener, MD & Sachs, Ph.D. & Hansen, 
MPA & Hupert, MD, MPH; 10/21/2020.)  
(as conservatively extrapolated from COVID-19 
Dashboard by the Center for Systems Science and 
Engineering at Johns Hopkins University; 
1/21/2021.) 
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his is the last weekly installment of my commentative real-
time history of the Trump presidency. (I will do an epilogue 
down the road, tying up some loose ends.) I can hear the 

cheers through my keyboard as I type, including from all of MAGA 
Nation (at least the seven followers who sometimes read my articles 
online over the past four years) and friends who simply are sick of 
all-things Donald.  

The as-of-yesterday-former president has been mostly quiet 
this past week making no public appearances except his poorly 
attended end-of-presidency send-off performance Wednesday 
morning at which he crooned his predictably mendacious greatest 
hits. Aides had kept him from interacting with reporters before his 
final exit, fearing his extreme “volatility.” The primary White House 
news of the week falls under the media-dubbed “pardon watch.” 
And late on the eve of President Joe Biden’s inauguration, Mr. 
Trump did not disappoint: 
 

“President Trump on Tuesday granted clemency to 143 
people, using a final act of presidential power to extend 
mercy to former White House strategist Stephen K. Bannon, 
well-connected celebrities, and nonviolent drug offenders — 
but he did not preemptively pardon himself or his family. 
 
“Among those who were pardoned or who had their 
sentences commuted on Trump’s final full day in office were 
the rapper Lil Wayne and former Detroit mayor Kwame 
Kilpatrick, who has been serving a 28-year prison sentence 
on corruption charges. Trump also pardoned two former 
Republican members of Congress, Rick Renzi of Arizona 
and Randall “Duke” Cunningham of California. Both had 
completed prison terms that stemmed from corruption 
convictions. A third, Robert “Robin” Hayes of North 
Carolina, was also pardoned after finishing a probation 
sentence for making a false statement during a federal 
investigation.” 

T 
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(Helderman, Rosalind S. & Dawsey, Josh & 
Reinhard, Beth; “Trump Grants Clemency to 143 
People in Late-Night Pardon Blast”; The Washington 
Post; 1/20/2021.) 

 
[FUN FACT:] Steve Bannon had not been convicted yet but 
was under indictment for fraudulently collecting and stealing 
contributions to a “Build-the-[southern border]-Wall” fund. 

 
Note that Trump’s long clemency list of overwhelmingly Caucasian 
corrupt politicians and businessmen — “scores of crooks and 
cronies,” per columnist Dana Milbank — reflects the very crimes of 
which Donald is guilty as sin, the same types of indictments and 
convictions he’ll be fighting off for the rest of his life. The cherry? 
Many of these crooks and cronies paid Trump allies high fees for 
access to those pardons. How is this not illegal!?!  

Then he wraps it all up at the last minute by letting one of his 
tippy-top swamp creatures off the hook: Bannon, the guy that 
fleeced Trump’s own working-class supporters by conning them out 
of money they thought was going to “Build That Wall.” 

Other than that, I thought I’d lay out a few notable Trump 
administration-defining recent occurrences and a few era-defining 
firsts. 
 
Trump Presidency Firsts 
 

— 147 Republican members of Congress feigned belief that 
the 2020 election was stolen from their president and backed 
up their fake belief by voting to overturn the Electoral 
College Vote — even just hours after the Insurrection of 
January 6. 
 
— Donald Trump is the first president in 152 years to 
boycott his successor’s inauguration. 
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— The Trump administration handoff of the presidency is 
the first non-peaceful transfer of power since the Civil War. 

 
— Donald Trump is the first U.S. president to be impeached 
twice (and only the third to be impeached even once). 

 
Biden Presidency Firsts 
 

— Joe Biden is the oldest president ever to be inaugurated 
(78). 
 
— Joe Biden is the first son (or daughter) of Delaware ever 
to be inaugurated. 
 
— Kamala Harris is the first women to be inaugurated vice 
president (or president). 
 
— Kamala Harris is the first African American to be 
inaugurated vice president. 
 
— Kamala Harris is the first person of South Asian descent 
to be inaugurated vice president. 

 
Pandemic Firsts 
 

— The U.S. COVID-19 death count surpassed 400,000 Jan. 
19, 2021. 
 
— President-elect Biden oversaw a national memorial 
service on the eve of his inauguration to honor and mourn 
pandemic victims. This is the first memorial, or even 
offering of condolences to families, from anywhere near the 
White House since President Trump began playing down the 
first American coronavirus death Feb. 6, 2020. 
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End of Trumpism? 
 
President Joe Biden took the oath of office, administered by Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court John Roberts, 12 minutes before the 
constitutionally designated time of power transfer (noon) in a 
seemingly symbolic show of national anxiousness to move on from 
Trumpism. 

President Biden gave a soaring 22-minute speech. Fox News’ 
last-remaining respectable journalist, Chris Wallace, called it the 
greatest presidential inauguration speech of his lifetime. Later that 
night other Fox hosts couldn’t wait to begin building their wall of 
fallacy and ad hominem, from belittling the way Joe walks to 
asserting that “Biden’s not mentally well and everyone in 
Washington knows it but they won’t report it.” 

What’s that? “The slime — oozin’ out — from your T-V — 
set”? (— thanks to Frank Zappa). 

Can we make an agreement to boycott the Laura Ingrahams 
and Tucker Carlsons of the world?   

When they deny what they know and wish not to be true, 
they’re a waste of time. If they’re Fox News talk show hosts with 
high ratings, they’re also dangerous to the country. When they deny 
the veracity of legitimate information sources, they’re dangerous. By 
their standards, all truth is deniable. Once they’ve been exposed, any 
further attempt at critically thoughtful debate is a colossal waste of 
time. But they’re still dangerous. 
 
New President 
 
Newly inaugurated President Joseph R. Biden Jr. means business. 
Just a few hours after being sworn in, he signed 17 presidential 
executive orders and directives prepared by his legal team in the 
preceding weeks to reverse Trumpian policies that have caused our 
country the “greatest damage.” The following actions were taken: 
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— Initiated many pandemic-related steps to begin — yes, 
aggressively begin — confronting the devastation from 
COVID-19, such as giving authority and credibility back to 
scientists, establishing prevention guidelines with teeth, 
activating the Defense Production Act, and organizing and 
expediting the vaccination response with experts instead of 
political lackeys 
— Rejoined World Health Organization, aka WHO 
— Reinstated Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, aka 
DACA 
— Called for path to citizenship for immigrants 
— Softened aggressive deportation efforts 
— Ordered prompt reunification of remaining separated 
migrant children with their parents 
— Rescinded order to exclude noncitizens from census 
count 
— Rescinded Muslim travel ban 
— Stopped (southern border) “Build That Wall” 
construction 
— Rejoined Paris climate agreement 
— Revoked Keystone XL pipeline permit 
— Reinstated effective vehicle emission standards 
— Established moratorium on oil and gas leases in Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge 
— Established top-level task force to root out systemic 
racism 
— Killed (historical) 1776 Commission, which altered, 
softened role of slavery in American history 
— Reinstituted permission for diversity and inclusion 
training at government-related entities 
— Reinforced Civil Rights Act of 1964, with focus on sexual 
orientation and gender identity 
— Moved to extend moratorium on evictions and 
foreclosures 
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— Moved to extend moratorium on student loan payments 
and interest 
— Established government ethics rules and pledges 
— Froze all other last-minute “midnight regulations” Trump 
signed until after careful review 

 
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo’s Parting Words 
 

“Woke-ism, multiculturalism, all the -isms — they’re not 
who America is. They distort our glorious founding and 
what this country is all about. Our enemies stoke these 
divisions because they know they make us weaker. … 
Censorship, wokeness, political correctness, it all points in 
one direction — authoritarianism, cloaked as moral 
righteousness.” 
 

(Pompeo, Mike, R-Kan., U.S. secretary of state; 
Twitter post; 1/19/2021.) 

 
No, it’s Mike Pompeo’s and Donald Trump’s authoritarianism that 
is cloaked as these -isms: Republicanism, conservatism, anti-PC-ism, 
and (phony) patriotism. 

“Multiculturalism [is] not who America is.” The now-former 
Secretary of State Pompeo thinks the iconic “American melting 
pot” of cultures (the very definition of multiculturalism) is a fondue 
warmer scientists use for creating vaccines to insert chips and 
spread autism. It’s like this guy never had an elementary school 
history lesson. 

And let’s put this term woke to bed. It’s been around 
apparently since World War II and recently has resurfaced. I don’t 
like the term, for some reason I can’t put my finger on, but it simply 
refers to raised consciousness — which is a great and wonderful 
thing.  

Raised consciousness brought us the Founding Fathers who 
created American representative democracy (imperfect though it 
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remains). Raised consciousness is the force behind constantly 
striving to create “a more perfect union,” as long and uneven as that 
road has been. Raised consciousness brought the fight for anti-
child-labor laws, abolition, Reconstruction, women’s suffrage and 
women’s rights, the Black vote and anti-Jim Crow laws, LGBTQ 
rights, and so many more cultural justice issues. 

And it solidified the fight against Trumpism. 
The road to raised consciousness has many hills and dips but 

it never ends. In honor of Martin Luther King Jr.’s birthday week: 
“The arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends toward justice.” 

So Mr. Former Secretary, take your slams against 
multiculturalism and woke-ism and place them in your white 
supremacist-sympathizing anal cavity. As for your condemning of 
political correctness — another road to raised consciousness — we 
know this simply is an anti-PC skirt behind which your crowd hides 
while continuing bigoted and sexist language, behavior, and policies. 
 
Trump’s Legacy 
 

“More than 30,000 falsehoods and lies. Nearly 400,000 
coronavirus deaths. Rising white nationalism. Financial self-
dealing. A social media ban. Two impeachments. A deadly 
attack on the U.S. Capitol. 
 
“President Trump’s four years in office come to a close 
Wednesday after a reign defined by constant chaos, 
corruption, and scandal, a tenure that numerous scholars 
predict is destined to rank him among America’s worst 
presidents. … 

 
“To Leah Wright-Rigueur, associate professor of American 
history at Brandeis University, Trump’s presidency has been 
a case study in the ‘naked, unadulterated pursuit of power 
and self-interest, at the cost of 400,000 lives and at the cost 
of the American union.’” 
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(Nakamura, David; “As Trump’s Presidency Recedes 
Into History, Scholars Seek to Understand His Reign 
— and What It Says About American Democracy”; 
The Washington Post; 1/18/2021) 

 
Trump’s Inner Thoughts 
 

“In the [May 2020] video, [Otero County, N.M., 
Commissioner Couy] Griffin said, ‘The only good Democrat 
is a dead Democrat.’ He qualified in the video that he was 
only speaking metaphorically about politics. … [Now he] has 
been arrested in the [insurrectionist] riot. 
 
“Trump promoted the video by saying, ‘Thank you 
Cowboys [for Trump]. See you in New Mexico!’ (Twitter 
suspended Trump’s and the Cowboys for Trump accounts this month.) 
 
“But while Griffin qualified his comments in the video, he 
later indicated to the Daily Beast that he wasn’t speaking 
entirely figuratively. He suggested Democratic governors 
who locked down their states amid the coronavirus 
pandemic could be guilty of treason and might face the 
death penalty. ‘You get to pick your poison: You either go 
before a firing squad, or you get the end of the rope,’ Griffin 
said.” 
 

(Blake, Aaron; “Trump Promoted N.M. Official’s 
Comment That ‘The Only Good Democrat Is a 
Dead Democrat.’ Now the Man Is Arrested in the 
Capitol Riot.”; The Washington Post; 1/18/2021.) 

 
Jesus H.! 
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Impeachment No. 2 
 
Mr. Trump’s impeachment trial in the Senate is scheduled to start 
within days. He’s been impeached in the House on a single article 
for promoting violence toward political opponents and the 
government: “Incitement of Insurrection.” Though already out of 
the White House, accountability and possible exclusion from future 
public office are key factors in pursuing the charges. The Griffin 
video retweet by the then-president might just be Exhibit A. 
 
Inauguration Day — Our National Nightmare Has Ended 
 
You might have heard about a certain recent past president who 
liked to exaggerate his inaugural crowd size while comparing it to 
that of his predecessors. This year former President Trump ensured 
that pictures of his successor’s inaugural crowd size definitely would 
reflect a far smaller number than his own. 

Inauguration Day ceremonies in 2021 were far different from 
the usual fare. As president, Mr. Trump effectively ignored a world 
pandemic that has killed over 400,000 Americans since early 2020. 
Half or more of those could have been avoided with competent, 
non-corrupt leadership.  

Then the Insurrection of January 6 happened. Former 
President Trump called his supporters to Washington, D.C., the day 
of the normally perfunctory Electoral College vote certification (his 
perceived last chance to retain power). He incited them to breach 
and ransack the Capitol building. They brought guns, zip ties (for 
handcuffs), high-powered mace, bear spray, Tasers, bats, hockey 
sticks, and all manner of other tactical gear. They terrorized 
members of Congress and chanted “Hang Mike Pence!” and 
“Where’s Nancy?!” (i.e., Nancy Pelosi, Democratic House speaker) 
while rampaging through halls and offices. 

Consequently, for security and public health reasons, 
Inauguration Day ceremonies were trimmed back to a few hundred 
attendees instead of, for example, Barack Obama’s 2009 estimated 
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1.8 million people. Yesterday the National Guard deployed 25,000 
troops to ensure safety, and everyone at the festivities wore masks.  

Instead of Trump lying about the photo comparisons showing 
his relatively sparse crowd of an estimated 300,000 to 600,000, he’ll 
forever be remembered for 2021 Inauguration Day National Mall 
photos of 400 solemnly lighted columns framing the reflecting pool 
— one for each 1,000 U.S. COVID-19 deaths — near a forest of 
200 American flags, one for each 1,000 canceled official invitations. 
 
Speaking of Canceled Invitations 
 
Norma and I got our official Inauguration Day invitations last week, 
all glossy and formal-like. We’d made the nonrefundable-hotel-
room commitment a week after the election (four nights at triple the 
normal D.C. Hampton Inn prices, a five-minute walk from the 
White House). We had hoped we weren’t too late and we weren’t, 
snagging some of the last available reservations. Then we requested 
inaugural tickets from our congressperson as required.  

In early December the COVID-19 travel warnings started 
blaring. Since my partner and I are somewhat older than 25, we 
made the painful decision not to go to Washington. After a fight 
with the hotel (Norma is really good at this type of thing) we did get 
a refund on the rooms.  

Then came Jan. 6, the Trump-provoked riots at the Capitol 
building, and the subsequent security lockdown of government row 
(still in effect).  

Per SNL’s Roseanne Roseannadanna (aka Gilda Radner), it’s 
always somethin’: If it’s not a once-in-a-century pandemic, it’s an 
armed insurrection. So no regular people got to go to the swearing-
in ceremony, only a couple hundred elites. What a week on-site it 
could have been. Anyway, I took the day off work and we watched 
the festivities on television. 

But we’ll always have our official glossy Inauguration Day 
invitations (and Paris).■ 
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2/13/2021 — Impeachment No. 2 
(Incitement of  Insurrection): Senate 
Acquits 
 
 
 
 
— Senators Voted 57-43 to Convict (67 Were Needed); 7 
Republicans Sided With All Democrats 
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2/21/2021 — U.S. Hits 500,000 
COVID-19 Deaths 
 
 
 
 
— U.S.: 4.2% of Earth’s population, 20% of its pandemic 
deaths 
— At Least Half of All U.S. Deaths Could Have Been 
Prevented With Competent, Non-Corrupt Presidential 
Leadership Throughout 2020 
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Final Word 
 
I give the final word to Mike Fanone, Washington, D.C., 
Metropolitan PD officer. He was attacked with a Taser multiple 
times, was beaten severely, suffered a heart attack, and thought he 
was going to die while defending the Capitol building, and 
legislators from both parties, from Trump-inspired insurrectionists 
Jan. 6, 2021. Before that day, Fanone described himself as a redneck 
cop, not particularly political, who voted for Donald Trump. 
 Since that day, Mr. Fanone has become an outspoken, 
congressionally testifying voice in opposition to Republicans’ and 
former President Trump’s attempts to recast the insurrection as an 
act of peaceful patriotic protest. His mission, which has changed his 
life, has been to let the country know: This was an attack on the 
Capitol, the seat of democracy, and there “needs to be a reckoning.” 
 

“For most Americans, Jan. 6 keeps getting further away. For 
Fanone, it’s still the only thing — the day his life stopped. 
And yet, as awful as it was, he’s grateful for it. ‘That’s like, 
difficult to come to terms with. What if I had not gone 
through that?’ he says. ‘I’d be the same dumb*ss that I was 
on Jan. 5. Not evil in my motivations. But ignorant to the 
truth.’” 
 

(Ball, Molly; “What Mike Fanone Can’t Forget”; 
Time.com; 8/5/2021.) 
 

“The greatest trick in history was Donald Trump convincing 
redneck Americans [including me] that he somehow speaks 
for them. He will destroy this country simply for the sake of 
his ego, just because he can’t accept that he lost an election.” 
 

(Fanone, Mike; as cited in Ball, Molly; “What Mike 
Fanone Can’t Forget”; Time.com; 8/5/2021.)■ 
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__________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: After finishing this slim introductory volume, proceed 
to the second book in the subseries, Trump’s Last Year in 
Office: Two Impeachments and 400,000 Funerals. 
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The Author 
 
 
Tom Ersin holds an advanced degree from Trump University, 
having risen to its most enlightened (and expensive) Operating 
Thetan Levels. No, wait — that’s his Scientology training. Common 
mix-up. All seriousness aside, Ersin is a Macomb County, Michigan, 
long-time political observer, communications professional, and 
editor of current affairs online magazine GraniteWord. He’s written a 
half-dozen narrative nonfiction books on 21st century U.S. politics. 
His turn-ons are running his dog, Bob Barker, and railing about the 
lack of critical thinking. Find out more at GraniteWord.com. Email 
him at tom@graniteword.com. 
  

https://graniteword.com/
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This is the first in my subseries comprising the two books:  
 

Trumpism: Why Traditional Republicans Should Withdraw Support 
[2017-2021: A Primer] (slim-volume introduction currently in 
your hands) 
 
Trump’s Last Year in Office: Two Impeachments and 400,000 
Funerals 

 
Both books listed above are carve-outs from my exhaustive 1,400-
page history: 
 

Trump’s Presidency: A Real-Time Commentative History [2017-
2019] 
 
Trump’s Presidency: A Real-Time Commentative History [2019-
2021] 

 
After finishing this book, Trumpism: Why …, I urge you to proceed 
to the second edition in the subseries, Trump’s Last Year in Office: Two 
Impeachments and 400,000 Funerals, drawn from the perspective of a 
long-time avid political observer. Think of it as an in-depth every-
Thursday recap of all the news you were too busy to consume 
because you had a life and didn’t realize the gravity of the 
dysfunction and corruption. When you see my opinion you’ll know 
it. Much more often, when you see facts, quotations, and details, 
I’m assuring you that I’ve backed up their accuracy with careful 
research and citation. 
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Milestones in the Trump Presidential 
Era 
 
 
06/16/15 – ELECTION 2016: Donald Trump announces 
candidacy 
 
07/mid/15 – GRU (RUSSIAN MILITARY INTELLIGENCE) 
GAINS ACCESS TO DNC COMPUTER NETWORK: 
maintains access until at least June 2016, when hacking plot was 
reported 
 
05/03/16 – ELECTION 2016: Donald Trump clinches 
Republican nomination 
 
06/09/16 – MEETING BETWEEN TRUMP CAMPAIGN, 
RUSSIANS: Trump Tower meeting, including Donald Trump Jr., 
Jared Kushner, Paul Manafort, Russian lawyer Natalia Veselnitskaya, 
et al. (prompted by offer of “dirt on Hillary” from Russia) 
 
06/14/16 – 1ST REPORT OF HACKERS ACCESSING DNC 
SERVERS: next day, computer security firm CrowdStrike 
identifies Russia as perpetrator   
 
07/05/16 – HILLARY CLINTON STATE DEPT. EMAIL 
CONTROVERSY: FBI Director James Comey publicly closes 
Clinton (misuse of State Dept.) email investigation with no 
charges; states Clinton team was “extremely careless” but not 
criminal 
 
07/22/16 – WIKILEAKS’ 1ST RELEASE OF (20,000) DNC, 
HILLARY CLINTON CAMPAIGN EMAILS: ultimately it would 
release more than 44,000 emails, 17,000 attachments 
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07/25/16 – RUSSIA ELECTION INTERFERENCE 
INVESTIGATION: FBI publicly confirms opening 
investigation into hacking of DNC (4 days later, DCCC announces it 
has been hacked) 
 
07/31/16 – TRUMP-RUSSIA INVESTIGATION BEGINS: FBI 
secretly initiates counterintelligence investigation, regarding 
possible Trump campaign collusion with Russia, after learning 
Trump aide George Papadopoulos bragged to an Australian 
diplomat, before WikiLeaks’ surprise DNC email dump, that Russians 
had obtained Clinton campaign “dirt”: “thousands of emails” (this 
and other evidence suggested to FBI that Trump could be a witting or unwitting 
Russian asset; also, NYT reports Trump Campaign Chair Paul Manafort’s 
“business dealings with prominent Ukrainian and Russian tycoons”) 
 
10/28/16 – HILLARY CLINTON STATE DEPT. EMAIL 
CONTROVERSY: FBI Director James Comey publicly reopens 
Clinton (misuse of State Dept.) email investigation based on 
new emails found on Clinton aide’s laptop  
 
11/06/16 – HILLARY CLINTON STATE DEPT. EMAIL 
CONTROVERSY: FBI Director James Comey publicly re-closes 
Clinton (misuse of State Dept.) email investigation; states FBI’s 
original conclusions have not changed 
 
11/08/16 – ELECTION DAY: Donald Trump defeats Hillary 
Clinton; Trump wins Electoral College 306-232; Clinton wins 
popular vote 65.9M-63.0M, 48.2%-46.1% 
 
11/9/16 – 1/19/17 – FLURRY OF CONTACTS BETWEEN 
RUSSIANS, TRUMP TRANSITION TEAM: including 
presumptive national security adviser Gen. Michael Flynn asking 
Russian ambassador not to retaliate over President Obama’s 
sanctions, assuring him Trump will lift sanctions after 
inauguration; Putin obliges 
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01/20/17 – INAUGURATION DAY: Donald Trump takes 
office as 45th president 
 
01/27/17 – MUSLIM TRAVEL BAN: instituted by Trump 
administration, causes chaos due to total lack of warning to, 
coordination with airlines and government agencies involved (blocked 
by several courts, eventually superseded by other executive orders) 
 
01/31/17 – SUPREME COURT: President Trump nominates 
Neil Gorsuch, Trump’s 1st nominee (after Senate Majority Leader 
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., had denied President Barack Obama’s nominee a 
hearing to fill March 2016 opening) 
 
02/13/17 – TRUMP FORCED TO FIRE NATIONAL 
SECURITY ADVISER: president fires Gen. Michael Flynn after 
22 days in office, only upon public reporting that DOJ warned 
White House much earlier that Flynn was security risk (Flynn lied to 
FBI, denied discussions with Russian ambassador during transition, to lift 
Russian sanctions after inauguration) 
 
02/14/17 – TRUMP MEETS PRIVATELY WITH FBI 
DIRECTOR JAMES COMEY: president asks Comey to stop 
investigation of Gen. Michael Flynn: “I hope you can see your 
way clear to letting this go, to letting Flynn go.” (Comey did not agree to 
comply) 
 
04/10/17 – SUPREME COURT: Senate confirms Neil Gorsuch, 
Trump’s 1st justice 
 
05/09/17 – TRUMP FIRES FBI DIRECTOR: president fires 
James Comey, ostensibly for mishandling of Clinton email 
investigation; 2 days later, Trump discloses to NBC’s Lester Holt, 
“When I decided [to fire Comey], I said to myself, I said, ‘You 
know, this Russia thing with Trump and Russia is a made up story.’” 
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05/17/17 – TRUMP-RUSSIA INVESTIGATION — SPECIAL 
COUNSEL APPOINTED: Trump’s firing of FBI director prompts 
appointment of Robert Mueller as special counsel to investigate 
1) Russian 2016 U.S. election interference, 2) possible Trump 
campaign conspiracy with Russia to help elect Trump, and 3) 
Trump obstruction of justice to block FBI investigation of these 
issues (appointed by Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein because 
Attorney General Jeff Sessions had recused himself from all-things Russia due to 
his false statements during his confirmation hearings) 
 
07/08/17 – TRUMP-RUSSIA INVESTIGATION: President 
Trump dictates statement in Don Jr.’s name covering up real 
reason (which was to collect dirt on Hillary Clinton) for June 9, 
2016, Trump Tower meeting between Trump campaign and 
Russians 
 
08/11-12/17 – UNITE THE RIGHT RALLY: Charlottesville, 
Va.; large white supremacist rally protesting removal of Gen. 
Robert E. Lee statue and other Confederate monuments; included 
infamous Tiki-torch marchers chanting, “Jews will not replace us!” 
(a neo-Nazi protester intentionally rammed his car into group of 
counterprotesters, killing 1, injuring 35; Trump later said there are “very fine 
people on both sides”) 
 
08/late/17 – HURRICANE HARVEY: affected Texas, La; 
Category 4, sustained winds of 130 mph, 100-plus deaths, $125B 
damage 
 
09/early/17 – HURRICANE IRMA: affected northeastern 
Caribbean including Puerto Rico; Category 5, sustained winds of 
180 mph, 80-plus deaths, $77B damage 
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09/late/17 – HURRICANE MARIA: affected northeastern 
Caribbean including Puerto Rico; Category 5, sustained winds of 
175 mph, 3000-plus deaths, $90B damage 
 
10/01/17 – MASS SHOOTING: Paradise, Nev., outside 
Mandalay Bay resort and casino on Las Vegas Strip, Route 91 
Harvest outdoor country music festival; shooter: Stephen Craig 
Paddock, 64, Caucasian American terrorist (60 killed, 867 injured) 
 
10/31/17 – TRUCK ATTACK: New York, N.Y., Hudson River 
Park bike path; driver: Sayfullo Habibullaevich Saipov, 29, 
Uzbekistani jihadist terrorist (8 killed, 11 injured) 
 
11/02/17 – ASIA TOUR: President Trump leaves for 12-day tour 
of Asian countries 
 
11/05/17 – MASS SHOOTING: Sutherland Springs, Texas, First 
Baptist Church; shooter: Devin Patrick Kelley, 26, Caucasian 
American terrorist (26 killed, 22 injured) 
 
11/07/17 – OFF-YEAR ELECTIONS: Democratic wave 
(Democrats, diversity enjoy many big wins) 
 
12/08/17 – TRUMP-RUSSIA INVESTIGATION: Michael 
Flynn, former Trump national security adviser and top campaign 
aide pleads guilty to lying about Russian contacts before 
inauguration (enters into plea agreement [flips] with special prosecutor Robert 
Mueller) 
 
12/12/17 – ALA. SPECIAL ELECTION FOR U.S. SENATE: 
long shot Doug Jones (D) beats former Ala. Supreme Court 
Chief Justice Roy Moore (R) by 1.7% (Jones replaces former Sen., now 
U.S. Attorney General, Jeff Sessions [R] to be 1st Democratic Ala. senator 
since 1997) 
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01/02/18 – AL FRANKEN (D-MINN.): resigns Senate seat (due 
to sexual misconduct allegations) 
 
02/14/18 – MASS SHOOTING: Parkland, Fla., Marjory 
Stoneman Douglas High School; shooter: Nikolas Cruz, 19, 
Caucasian American white supremacist terrorist (17 killed, 17 injured) 
 
04/mid/18 – MIGRANT CHILD SEPARATION: Trump 
administration begins “zero tolerance” policy for illegal 
immigration at southern border; policy discontinued in June after 
national outrage (5,400 children separated from families for weeks, months, 
with no communication, in subhuman conditions; hundreds never were reunited 
due to administration incompetence) (2017 pilot program ultimately revealed)  
 
05/18/18 – MASS SHOOTING: Santa Fe, Texas, Santa Fe High 
School; shooter: Dimitrios Pagourtzis, 17, Greek American terrorist 
(10 killed, 13 injured) 
 
06/18/18 – TRUMP-KIM SUMMIT: Sentosa, Singapore; 1st-ever 
meeting between U.S.-North Korean leaders; near-meaningless 
milquetoast joint statement signed (Trump highly criticized for giving 
parity to Kim Jong Un on world stage with no preconditions; Trump falsely 
boasted that “nuclear threat has ended”)  
 
07/09/18 – SUPREME COURT: President Trump nominates 
Brett Kavanaugh, Trump’s 2nd nominee (after “swing-vote” Justice 
Anthony Kennedy announced his retirement effective July 31, 2018) 
 
07/11-12/18 – NATO SUMMIT: Brussels, Belgium; Trump 
embarrasses self, U.S. by disrupting proceedings, chastising other 
members (many prominent Americans slam Trump’s behavior) 
 
07/16/18 – TRUMP-PUTIN SUMMIT: Helsinki, Finland; 
Trump embarrasses self, U.S. by accepting Putin’s 2016 election-
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interference denials over U.S. intelligence (many prominent Republicans 
slam Trump’s statements, several invoke the word “traitorous”) 
 
08/25/18 – SEN. JOHN MCCAIN (R-ARIZ.) DIES: succumbs to 
brain cancer at 81; McCain chastises Trump with posthumous 
statement (and disinvites Trump to funeral)  
 
09/27/18 – SUPREME COURT: Brett Kavanaugh Senate 
confirmation hearings reopened specially for Christine Blasey 
Ford to testify (extremely credibly) about alleged Kavanaugh 
drunken attempted rape of her while teenagers; Kavanaugh also 
testified, rebutting the allegations in emotional, combative, 
mendacious, highly partisan performance 
 
10/02/18 – TRUMP FINANCES EXPOSED: The New York Times 
prints 14,000-word article exposing Trump’s tax fraud, 
inheritance theft, and self-made-man myth (Trump calls NYT 
“enemy of the people”)  
 
10/02/18 – JAMAL KHASHOGGI MURDERED: Saudi 
expatriate and dissident, U.S. resident, and The Washington Post 
journalist was tortured, strangled, and dismembered in Istanbul, 
Turkey, Saudi embassy by Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman-
ordered hit squad (Khashoggi’s Apple Watch recorded entire event; Trump 
refused to hold Saudis accountable) 
 
10/06/18 – SUPREME COURT: Senate confirms Brett 
Kavanaugh, Trump’s 2nd justice 
 
10/27/18 – MASS SHOOTING: Pittsburgh, Pa., Tree of Life 
synagogue; shooter: Robert Gregory Bowers, 46, Caucasian 
American white supremacist terrorist (11 killed, 6 injured) 
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11/06/18 – MIDTERM ELECTIONS: Democrats take House in 
landslide, pick up 41 seats, win by record-setting national generic 
margin of 8.6%; Republicans retain Senate, pick up 2 seats  
 
11/07/18 – MASS SHOOTING: Thousand Oaks, Calif., 
Borderline Bar and Grill college country-western bar; shooter: 
David Long, 28, Caucasian American terrorist (13 killed, 1 injured) 
 
11/30/18 – FORMER PRESIDENT GEORGE H. W. BUSH (R-
TEXAS) DIES: at 94; Trump attends funeral with all former 
living presidents (Obama, George W. Bush, Clinton, Carter) (but 
clearly stands as an uncomfortable outsider)  
 
12/22/18 – GOVERNMENT (TRUMP) SHUTDOWN BEGINS: 
Trump shuts down government for a record 35 days after 
reneging on promise to sign border security bill without border wall 
funding (he reneged after conservative pundits criticized him for “giving in to 
the Democrats”; ultimately Trump got nothing, but caved to national pressure) 
 
02/14/19 – NEW ATTORNEY GENERAL: William Barr 
confirmed by Senate, takes office; Barr was appointed by Trump 
after sending unsolicited memo to DOJ criticizing the special 
counsel Trump-Russia investigation (Barr also served as attorney general 
under President George H. W. Bush in early 1990s) 
 
02/27/19 – MICHAEL COHEN TESTIFIES: Trump former 
personal lawyer-“fixer” testifies (this time truthfully) before 
Congress (exposes Trump hush-money payoffs to paramours, tax fraud, etc.) 
 
03/15/19 – MASS SHOOTING: Christchurch, New Zealand, two 
neighboring mosques; shooter: Brenton Harrison Tarrant, 28, 
Caucasian Australian white supremacist terrorist (51 killed, 40 injured) 
 
03/22/19 – TRUMP-RUSSIA INVESTIGATION: Mueller report 
completed, submitted to DOJ (not publicly released) 
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03/24/19 – TRUMP-RUSSIA INVESTIGATION: Attorney 
General William Barr sends 4-page “summary” of Mueller’s 
report to Congress (made public immediately, intentionally); Barr’s 
conclusions essentially state “no collusion, no obstruction” (Mueller’s 
team is furious that its report was misrepresented and that Barr refused to 
release the report’s own [accurate] summaries)  
 
04/18/19 – TRUMP-RUSSIA INVESTIGATION: Mueller report 
released publicly; AG Barr’s March 24 “summary” exposed as 
intentionally misleading (many say, “lying”) attempt to create false 
Trump-exoneration narrative for 25 days to soften impact of 
Trump’s crimes and malfeasance exposed in report 
 
04/25/19 – ELECTION 2020: Joe Biden announces candidacy 
 
05/31/19 – MASS SHOOTING: Virginia Beach, Va., municipal 
building; shooter: DeWayne Craddock, 40, Caucasian American 
terrorist (12 killed, 4 injured) 
 
07/24/19 – TRUMP-RUSSIA INVESTIGATION: Special counsel 
Robert Mueller testifies before Congress to: 1) widespread 
Russian election interference; 2) Trump welcoming, encouraging, 
using, covering up illegal Russian election help; 3) Trump 
obstruction of justice during investigation, at least 10 instances (“If 
the president clearly did not commit a crime, we would have said so”) 
 
07/25/19 – TRUMP EXTORTS UKRAINE: Trump phone call 
to extort Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy (for phony dirt on 
likely presidential opponent Joe Biden in exchange for already congressionally 
authorized U.S. military aid to fight off Russian incursion) 
 
08/03/19 – MASS SHOOTING: El Paso, Texas, Walmart retail 
store; shooter: Patrick Wood Crusius, 21, Caucasian American white 
supremacist terrorist (23 killed, 23 injured) 
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08/04/19 – MASS SHOOTING: Dayton, Ohio, Oregon Historic 
District; shooter: Connor Betts, 24, Caucasian American terrorist (9 
killed, 17 injured) 
 
09/01/19 – SHARPIE-GATE: Trump errs in Hurricane Dorian 
tweet; spends 12 days trying to prove he didn’t, including redrawing 
an official weather map with childlike Sharpie markings, which he 
displayed in news conference 
 
09/24/19 – IMPEACHMENT NO. 1 (EXTORTION OF 
UKRAINE): House Speaker Nancy Pelosi begins “official 
impeachment inquiry” 
 
09/25/19 – IMPEACHMENT NO. 1 (EXTORTION OF 
UKRAINE): Trump releases transcript of call to Ukrainian 
President Zelenskyy (Trump thinks it exonerates him, though clearly it 
implicates him; he famously asked Zelenskyy, “We’d like you to do us a favor 
though.”) 
 
12/18/19 – IMPEACHMENT NO. 1 (EXTORTION OF 
UKRAINE): House votes to impeach President Trump (2 articles) 
 
12/mid/19 – PANDEMIC: COVID-19 coronavirus first 
identified in Wuhan, China 
 
01/09/20 – HILLARY CLINTON CLEARED OF 
EVERYTHING: Trump DOJ clears Hillary Clinton of all 
charges, accusations, allegations ever lodged at her (news is buried) 
 
01/30/20 – PANDEMIC: WHO declares “Public Health 
Emergency of International Concern” 
 
01/31/20 – PANDEMIC: Trump institutes porous China travel 
ban, follows U.S. airlines and 38 other countries 
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02/05/20 – IMPEACHMENT NO. 1 (EXTORTION OF 
UKRAINE): Senate acquits President Trump (1 Republican, Mitt 
Romney, joins all 47 Democrats in vote to convict, 48-52; 67 were needed) 
 
02/06/20 – PANDEMIC: 1st U.S. COVID-19 death (in northern 
California) 
 
03/15/20 – PANDEMIC: Trump institutes nationwide social 
distancing guidelines to last 2 weeks (critics, scientists, doctors say 
this should have been done weeks sooner and lasted much longer) 
 
05/25/20 – BLACK LIVES MATTER: George Floyd murdered 
by on-duty Minneapolis police officer during routine encounter 
involving minor infraction (national record-large protests begin over 
succeeding days including people of all ethnicities) 
 
05/27/20 – PANDEMIC: U.S. hits 100,000 COVID-19 deaths; 
Trump universally panned for mishandling pandemic; he’s played 
down, belittled, and politicized dangers and refused to nationalize 
prevention recommendations, supply manufacturing, and supply 
chain, all in the belief that these moves will hurt economy, thereby 
hurt his reelection chances (expert estimates determine Trump malfeasance 
responsible for half of all U.S. COVID-19 deaths to date) 
 
06/01/20 – TRUMP BIBLE PHOTO OP: Trump orders federal 
forces to clear legal, peaceful D.C. protesters — using rubber 
bullets, tear gas, flash-bang shells — for photo op in front of 
church, to display his “toughness” in handling BLM protests (Trump 
is excoriated by multiple top generals, other national luminaries) 
 
06/05/20 – ELECTION 2020: Joe Biden clinches Democratic 
nomination 
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07/mid/20 - PANDEMIC: U.S. hits 150,000 COVID-19 deaths; 
expert estimates determine Trump malfeasance responsible for half 
of all U.S. COVID-19 deaths to date (U.S.: 4.3% of Earth’s population, 
22% of its pandemic deaths) 
 
08/11/20 – ELECTION 2020: Joe Biden chooses Sen. Kamala 
Harris (D-Calif.) as vice presidential running mate 
 
08/18/20 – TRUMP-RUSSIA INVESTIGATION: GOP-
controlled Senate Intelligence Committee report confirms 
extensive Russian 2016 U.S. election interference, collusion 
between Trump campaign and Russia 
 
09/18/20 – SUPREME COURT – Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
(liberal) dies at 87; (Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., 
vows to fill seat before election, ignoring “McConnell Rule” established upon 
Justice Gorsuch’s confirmation: no hearings in last year of presidential term) 
 
09/26/20 – SUPREME COURT: President Trump nominates 
Amy Coney Barrett, Trump’s 3rd nominee 
 
10/02/20 – TRUMP CONTRACTS COVID-19: President Trump 
hospitalized for 3 days, leaves hospital against medical advice 
(exposes aides, contacts to virus; still plays down dangers, refuses to role-model 
and nationalize prevention guidelines) 
 
10/08/20 – KIDNAPPING PLOT – GOV. GRETCHEN 
WHITMER (D-MICH.): FBI foiled white supremacist militia 
plan, hatched over previous 5 months, to “kidnap … and hold for 
ransom and reward” the Mich. governor (white supremacist militia group 
was angry about state’s COVID-19 stay-at-home restrictions, and partially 
were inspired after President Trump tweeted April 17, 2020: “LIBERATE 
MINNESOTA! … LIBERATE MICHIGAN! … LIBERATE 
VIRGINIA, and save your great 2nd Amendment. It is under siege!”) 
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10/27/20 – SUPREME COURT: Senate confirms Amy Coney 
Barrett, Trump’s 3rd justice (conservative majority now at 6-3) 
 
11/03/20 – ELECTION DAY: Joe Biden defeats Donald 
Trump; Biden wins Electoral College 306-232; Biden wins popular 
vote 81.3M-74.2M, 51.3%-46.9% (results not confirmed for 4 days due to 
late counting of deluge of Biden-friendly mail-in ballots) 
 
12/mid/20 – PANDEMIC: U.S. hits 300,000 COVID-19 deaths; 
expert estimates determine Trump malfeasance responsible for half 
of all U.S. COVID-19 deaths to date (U.S.: 4.2% of Earth’s population, 
19% of its pandemic deaths) 
 
01/06/21 – INSURRECTION OF JANUARY 6: Trump-
supporting seditionists attempt to stop congressional pro 
forma certification of Electoral College votes overseen by Vice 
President Mike Pence (Trump supporters breach, terrorize, ransack Capitol 
building for several hours, causing 7 deaths, 140 police injuries; Trump watched 
on TV, refused to take any action, for approximately 3 hours) 
 
01/13/21 – IMPEACHMENT NO. 2 (INCITEMENT OF 
INSURRECTION): House votes to impeach President Trump 
(1article) 
 
01/20/21 – INAUGURATION DAY: Joe Biden takes office as 
46th president 
 
02/13/21 – IMPEACHMENT NO. 2 (INCITEMENT OF 
INSURRECTION): Senate acquits former President Trump (7 
Republicans join all 50 Democrats in vote to convict, 57-43; 67 were needed) 
 
02/21/21 – PANDEMIC: U.S. hits 500,000 COVID-19 deaths; 
expert estimates determine Trump malfeasance responsible for half 
of all U.S. COVID-19 deaths to date (U.S.: 4.2% of Earth’s population, 
20% of its pandemic deaths) 
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__________ 
 
For detailed Trump-Russia timeline, visit:  
https://www.factcheck.org/2017/06/timeline-russia-investigation/ 
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__________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Had racism been toxic to the American electorate, Trump’s 
candidacy would not have been viable.” 

 
(Serwer, Adam; “The Nationalist’s Delusion”; The 
Atlantic; 11/20/2017.) 
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Read the Comprehensive History 
 
This comprehensive collection comprises 160-plus consecutive 
weekly roundup articles spanning 1,400-plus pages charting the 
Trump presidency from the perspective of a long-time avid political 
observer. Think of it as an in-depth every-Thursday recap of all the 
news you were too busy to consume because you had a life and 
didn’t realize the gravity of the dysfunction and corruption. It’s all 
here in one place. When you see my opinion you’ll know it. Much 
more often, when you see facts, quotations, and details, I’m assuring 
you that I’ve backed up their accuracy with careful research and 
citation. 
 

Trump’s Presidency: A Real-Time 
Commentative History [2017-2019]  
 
(This edition covers the first half of Donald Trump’s presidency, featuring the 
Mueller investigation, Hurricane Harvey, Hurricane Maria, North Korea 
threat, Asia tour, Helsinki Trump-Putin summit, Brett Kavanaugh Supreme 
Court nominee hearings, and 2018 midterm elections.) 
 

Trump’s Presidency: A Real-Time 
Commentative History [2019-2021]  
 
 (This edition covers the second half of Donald Trump’s presidency, featuring the 
Mueller report, Sharpie-gate, Impeachment No. 1 [extortion of Ukraine], 
COVID-19 pandemic, Black Lives Matter movement, 2020 presidential 
election, Insurrection of January 6, and Impeachment No. 2 [Incitement of 
Insurrection]). 
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